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ABSTRACT 

How might an individual's ability to leam environmental information affect 

competitive interactions among species? Learned behavior can influence foraging 

decisions. Competition for food resources can influence patterns of species coexistence via 

habitat selection. I wondered if both learned behavior and competition might act together to 

influence interactions among species. I used Rosenzweig's shared-preference isoleg theory 

to predict four possible ways that differences in environmental information could affect 

density-dependent habitat selection. To test these predictions, I conducted field 

experiments to examine the foraging behavior of firee-living hummingbirds. I studied 

black-chirmed {Archilochus alexandri), blue-throated {Lampomis clemenciae), and 

magnificent (Eugenes falgens) hummingbirds where they coexist in the Chiricahua Mts. of 

Southeastem AZ. 

I gave hummingbirds two types of habitats (rich and poor feeders) and let them 

leam to associate colors with feeder quality. I confirmed that leamed color associations can 

increase hummingbird foraging efficiency. All birds shared a preference for the rich 

feeders. However, they will shift their preference toward poor feeders when competitor 

densities are high (Pimm et al. 1985). I quantified hummingbirds' preferences for the rich 

feeders when both competitor densities and information (via leamed color cues) varied. 

The data support my fourth prediction — that birds foraging with complete information 

enjoy reduced negative effects from competition. Without complete information, the two 

subordinate species (black-chinned and magnificent) shifted their preference away fi^om 

rich feeders in response to high densities of the dominant species (blue-throated). Each 

subordinate shifted in a unique way; the black-chinned reduced its foraging efficiency, 

while the magnificent reduced its total foraging time. Birds foraging with complete 

information remained highly selective on rich feeders even with high competitor densities. 
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Thus, learned information affected competitive interactions (for rich feeders) among these 

species. 

My results require us to consider the information-gathering (e.g., learning) abilities 

of individual decision-makers when we evaluate density-dependent habitat selection. These 

results should help us better explain patterns of species diversity and distribution, 

especially for cases in which species learn environmental cues. This study provides the 

first demonstration, either theoretically or empirically, of a link between learned behavior 

and its cascading effects within a guild of coexisting species. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Mechanisms of species coexistence and community organization can involve complex 

processes. Often, competition among species sets lunits on population densities and also 

niche breadth. For animals, such limits can cause individuals to select different habitats 

and thus create new groups of interacting species. Therefore, density-dependent habitat 

selection is one of the central processes that defines patterns of species interaction and 

coexistence. 

Foraging behavior provides one good indicator of niche breadth because habitat 

selection usually reflects the animal's food requirements. An animal's experiences (e.g., 

via learning) can also strongly influence its foraging behavior. Until now, no one has 

attempted to cany out an integrative study that links learned behavior to interactive 

phenomena involving several species that coexist via density-dependent habitat selection. I 

conducted such a study by studying the foraging behaviors of a well-known group of 

coexisting hummingbirds. Because these birds compete for common nectar resources, we 

say they belong to a nectaiivore guild. 

Within this dissertation, I link individual decision-making behavior (i.e., foraging 

choice) with some ecological processes (i.e., competition) that affect patterns of species 

coexistence in a guild. These processes occur at different levels of organization; I 

measured individual foraging choices, examined these choices at the level of competing 

populations, and interpreted them in terms of community organization theory. I have 

shown that short-term decision-making events, exhibited by individual hummingbirds, may 

affect the very nature of population-level competitive interactions among species. This 

study provides the first demonstration, either theoretically or empirically, of a link between 

learned behavior and its cascading effects within a guild of coexisting species. These 
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results may help us explain patterns of species diversity and distribution for cases in which 

individuals can leam. 

Species Coexistence 

Many studies have examined mechanisms of coexistence among competing species 

(MacArthur 1958, Fretwell & Lucas 1969, Colwell 1973, Colwell et al. 1974, Feinsinger 

1976, Lyon et al. 1977, Feinsinger & Colwell 1978, Feinsinger et al. 1979, Pimm & 

Rosenzweig 1981, Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1991; Brown & Bowers 

1985, Pimm etal. 1985, Pulliam 1985, Johnson 1986, 1991, Ewald & Bransfield 1987, 

Morris 1987, Brown 1988, 1996, Chesson & Huntly 1988, Baltosser 1989, Abramsky et 

al., 1990, 1991, Mitchell et al. 1990, Carpenter et al. 1991, Kotler et al. 1992, Tiebout 

1992, Brown et al. 1994, Powers & McKee 1994, Ziv et al. 1995, Vincent et al. 1996, 

Fox & Smith 1997). Species that coexist by habitat selection must have different abilities 

in the various habitats they may share. Individuals of these coexisting species use their 

unique abilities to exploit habitats so they may maximize lifetime reproductive success 

(fitness). Therefore, an individual of any given species should be able to distinguish 

habitats based upon the features that affect that individual's survival and reproduction. 

Once an individual can discriminate between habitat types, it can select among these types 

and use the best one (MacArthur & Pianka 1966). 

One of the most important factors that can influence the quality of a habitat is the 

relative density of other competitors. Changes in competitor density can, directly or 

indirecdy, change habitat quality; hence, individuals may treat habitats differently, 

depending upon the densities of their competitors (e.g., Pimm & Rosenzweig 1981, Ewald 

& Bransfield 1987, Brown 1988, Mitchell et al. 1990, Ranta et al. 1994). 

Commonly, competition causes individuals of the same or of different species to 

subdivide habitats more finely than they would if competitors were absent (Morris 1987, 
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Rosenzweig 1991). The resulting decrease in niche overlap is due to "diffuse competition" 

(see Pianka 1974). Rosenzweig (1991) reviews the reverse sort of relationship in which 

competition causes individuals to spread into more habitats. This spread increases the 

degree of niche overlap for each species (see also Pimm & Rosenzweig 1981). 

Theoretical Background 

Fretwell and Lucas (1969) suggested the best-known potential mechanism for habitat 

subdivision. They presented a theory of habitat use for competitors within a single species 

that can recognize and profitably use several habitats. The habitats differ in quality and are 

ranked the same by all individuals (see Rosenzweig 1987 for a case in which rankings may 

differ between individuals). The theory, called Ideal Free Distribution (IFD) theory, 

predicts that individuals distribute themselves among habitats in response to exploitative 

competition. They assume that competition (via the simple presence of more individuals 

exploiting finite resources) decreases the average individual's fitness in all habitats. 

Interference competition, in which some individuals aggressively exclude other individuals 

from certain habitats, can also affect habitat selection, but the result is not an IFD. 

IFD theory predicts that individuals will move into lower-quality habitats in response 

to this competitively-driven decrease in fitness. However, they move only to trade a lower 

fitness in the best habitat for a higher fitness in the next-to-best habitat. The resulting 

distribution of free-moving individuals (an IFD) lets them all have the same fitness in the 

various habitats. 

Rosenzweig (1979) uses the basic ideas of IFD to build another theory of habitat 

selection called isoleg theory. IFD treats movements of individuals of one species; isoleg 

theory treats movements of individuals of two (or more) different species. 

Isoleg theory assumes that competition drives foraging behavior and, thus, habitat 

selection. It assumes that the competitors can use two or more habitats and that higher 
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population densities depress resource availabilities. Thus, high population densities force 

alterations in habitat use for at least one competing species. Isoleg theory also helps us 

understand how habitat preferences can evolve (Rosenzweig 1987) to facilitate stable 

coexistence among competing species (Rosenzweig 1981). 

Isoleg theory is a graphical theory. It gives evolutionary ecologists an elegant 

graphical approach to understanding selective behavior. Isoleg analysis is done by 

mapping selective behaviors onto a state space defined by coordinate axes of population 

densities of the competing species. This technique generates a 'topographic map' of 

selective behavior; different regions of the map correspond to different behaviors. The 

isolegs themselves are simply the borders between regions of the graph. Such graphs 

incorporate behavior, population dynamics, and niche relationships into one two-

dimensional picture (e.g.. Fig. 1). They reveal the realized niche (cf Hutchinson 1957) of 

both species. 

The type of competitive relationship most commonly found in nature is a shared-

preference system in which two species prefer the same primary habitat but can use a 

secondaiy habitat. Asymmetry in competitive abilities between the dominant and 

subordinate species creates a hierarchical competitive situation that can force the 

subordinates away from their primary habitat and into the secondary one. In a shared-

preference system, the subordinate species has two isolegs, whereas the dominant species 

has no more than one (Fig. 1). Different sets of behaviors characterize different regions in 

this graph. For example, region B represents a combination of selective behaviors in 

which the dominant species selects only the better habitat and the subordinate species uses 

both habitat types indiscriminately. 

Isoleg theory was first empirically tested by Pimm et al. (1985). They studied three 

coexisting hummingbirds that share a preference for rich feeders (habitats). Although 

members of all three species prefer rich feeders, they also profitably use poor feeders. 
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Pimm et al. (1985) showed distinct shifts in feeder preference for all three species, 

depending on their population densities. With these data, Rosenzweig (1986) confirmed 

that isolegs do appear to exist in nature. Development of this theory and more tests of 

isoleg analysis are available elsewhere (Abramsky et al. 1990, Pimm et al. 1985, 

Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1987; Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986, Brown 

1986). 

Although isoleg theory predicts behavioral shifts of entire populations, these shifts 

necessarily depend upon the behavior of the actual habitat selectors, i.e., the individuals 

within each population . Classical optimal foraging theory (OFT; reviewed by Pyke et al. 

1977 and Stephens & Krebs 1986) was originally used to explain how species select 

habitats so they can coexist (see Rosenzweig 1985). However, OFT has since been used 

largely to examine foraging choices of individuals (see Perry & Pianka 1997, Schmitz 

1997). OFT predicts that individuals will feed from the most profitable resource available 

and that, as long as that resource is in sufficient supply, individuals will ignore less-

profitable foods. 

OFT predicts that foragers should get their preferred food in the most efficient manner 

possible, given some set of constraints. Constraints force animals to trade a given activity 

for some other activity. For example, an animal cannot usually consume a food item while 

searching for other food items (Stephens & Krebs 1986, Ydenberg et al. 1992). Trade

offs, such as that between consuming and searching for food, prevent organisms from 

evolving perfect solutions to any individual environmental problem. 

I have used an optimization approach in my research. Mitchell and Valone (1990) 

explain optimization assumptions and provide a cogent philosophical background for 

optimality-based research. Such research aims to explain biological patterns and processes 

by testing predictions based upon an optimality assumption. I assume that optimal 
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phenotypes are those that have evolved to achieve the highest fitness under the constraints 

imposed by trade-offs (Krebs & McCleery 1984, Mangel 1991). 

Hummingbirds and Optimality 

Trade-offs often involve energetics (Chamov 1976, Pyke 1978, Stephens & Krebs 

1986, Mangel & Clark 1988, Pleasants 1989). Because "hummingbirds are extremely 

sensitive to energy stress" (Tiebout 1991, p. 839), we expect their foremost behavioral 

choices to address immediate energetic needs (Stiles 1971, Wolf & Hainsworth 1971, 

Hainsworth 1978, Pyke 1978, Montgomerie & Gass 1981, Hixon et al. 1983, 

Montgomerie et al. 1984, Gass & Sutherland 1985, Tamm 1989, Diamond 1990, Gass & 

Roberts 1992, Powers & Conley 1994). Hummingbirds almost always prefer nectars with 

the richest sucrose concentration (Montgomerie et al. 1984, Stiles 1976), although 

competitive interactions can sometimes force them to use less profitable food (Pimm et al. 

1985, Rosenzweig 1986, Appendix B). 

Animals such as hummingbirds sometimes learn about changing environmental 

conditions and adjust their behavior according to those changes (Kamil & Sargent 1981, 

Krebs & Davies 1987, Mangel & Clark 1988, Mitchell 1989, Papaj & Prokopy 1989, 

Valone 1990, 1991, 1992, Dyer 1991, Johnson 1991, Fiorito & Scotto 1992, Woodward 

& Laverty 1992, Brown & Gass 1993, Dyer et al. 1993, Papaj & Lewis 1993). An 

individual's adjustments in response to change may affect not only its own fitness 

(Chamov 1976, Pyke 1978, Kamil 1983, Hinton & Nowlan 1987, Puliiam 1989, 

Stephens 1989, Valone 1990, Krebs & Kacelnik 1991), but also the fitaess of other 

individuals that use similar resources (MacArthur & Pianka 1966, Abramsky et al. 1990, 

1991, Brown 1990, Johnson 1991, Pimm et al. 1985, Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 

1986, 1987, 1991, Stephens 1989). For example, Pimm (1978) showed that decreasing 
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resource predictability causes changes in niche breadth for two competing hummingbird 

species. 

Environmental Cues 

Resource subdivision among competing species can depend upon the individuals' 

abilities to use cues. In nature, color cues provide information that allows animals to 

predict resource quality. This is especially true for animals that learn to associate color cues 

with certain rewards. Flower choice by pollinators provides a relevant example. 

Many flowers change color after pollination (Weiss 1992) so that a floral display may 

present flowers of two colors. Flowers that have been pollinated usually stop producing 

nectar and no longer reward pollinators. However, plants often retain corollas of old (non-

rewarding) flowers to increase the size of the display to attract other pollinators from a 

distance (reviewed by Lewis 1993). Retention of old flowers presents a pollinator with 

two kinds of resources, but each kind can be cued by a different color. A pollinator that 

can leam to avoid old flowers can increase its foraging efficiency. Upon its arrival at a 

floral display, a pollinator can use color cues to choose those flowers that contain nectar 

and, thus, increase its foraging efficiency. 

Possibly in response to energy constraints, hummingbirds readily use several types of 

environmental cues such as location (Bene 1941, Miller & Miller 1971, Stiles 1975, 

Goldsmith & Goldsmith 1979, Hurly & Healy 1996), patterns (Healy & Hurly 1995), and 

colors (Goldsmith & Goldsmith 1979, Gass & Sutherland 1985, Mitchell 1989, Appendix 

A). Cues allow hummingbirds to predict resource quality (and thus reduce information 

constraints) so they may enhance their foraging efficiency (Mitchell 1989). 
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Information 

I will use the term 'information state' to refer to the knowledge possessed by an animal 

that allows it to assess the quality of its environment (sensu Mitchell 1989). The 

information state of individuals helps to determine mate choice (e.g., Zahavi 1975, Zuk et 

al. 1992, Kodric-Brown & Nicoletto 1993), patch choice (Valone 1991, 1992, Valone & 

Giraldeau 1993), flight path (Mitchell 1989), group size (Caraco 1981a, 1981b), vigilance 

(Lima 1991, 1992, 1995, Lima & Valone 1992), etc. An animal with complete information 

can predict the quality of its immediate environment with no additional sampling (sensu 

Stephens & Krebs 1986). An animal with incomplete information can only predict the 

quality of its environment by sampling from it or by watching other foragers (Fiorito & 

Scotto 1992, Bednekoff & Balda 1996, Kodric-Brown & Nicoletto 1997). Giraldeau 

(1997) provides a comprehensive review of the effects of information on ecology and 

behavior. 

Mitchell (1989) used color cues to manipulate the information state of two species of 

hummingbird foragers. He presented birds with rich and poor feeders. He then examined 

their preference for rich feeders when the birds had different information states. Mitchell 

(1989) defined 'selectivity' as "the proportion of the diet comprising rich resource items" 

(p. 147). I adopt his definition here. He showed that information state affected selectivity 

for both species he studied. He carefiiUy avoided collecting data when competition might 

affect the birds' foraging decisions. Therefore, competition did not directly influence these 

information-dependent changes in selectivity. 

When they tested isoleg theory, Pimm et al. (1985) examined how competitor 

pressures influence selectivity. They found competitor-driven thresholds in selectivity for 

all three species they studied (see Rosenaweig 1986). However, they did not vary 

information state. 
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This Study 

For my dissertation research, I examined hummingbird selectivity when both 

competitor densities and information states varied. Such an examination provides greater 

insight into the possible mechanisms by which closely-competing species coexist. 

Demonstration, either theoretically or empirically, of a link between learned behavior and 

its cascading effects within a group of competing species has never before been attempted. 

I studied the same three species that Pimm et al. (1985) and Mitchell (1989) studied. 

This group of coexisting hummingbirds is dominated by the blue-throated hummingbird 

(Lampomis clemenciae). The subordinate species are the black-chinned hummingbird 

(Archilochus alexcmdri) and the magnificent (formerly Rivoli's) hummingbird (Eugenes 

Julgens). 

Appendix A ("Color cue learning in free-living hummingbirds") provides experimental 

evidence of associative color cue learning by these three coexisting hummingbird species. 

This study sets the methodological framework for the studies that follow. In addition, it 

shows that the use of color cues allows all three species to increase the proportion of rich 

feeders they first visit. By visiting rich feeders more often, these hummingbirds probably 

increase their foraging efficiency. 

Appendix B ("Cue use and resource subdivision among three coexisting hummingbird 

species") is a study of the effects on selectivity when both information and competition 

vary. I conducted a series of field experiments in which I varied information state by 

changing color cues at feeders. I also monitored competitor pressures. I measured 

selectivity for males of all three species when they had different color cues. Results from 

these experiments show that information state affects not only foraging efficiency but also 

the severity of competitor pressures. All individuals enjoyed greater access to rich feeders 

when they had complete information, even when competitor pressures were high. 
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Appendix C ("Information affects the nature of competitive interactions") begins with a 

review of species coexistence and isoleg theory, I then present four predictions describing 

how information may affect the positions of isolegs in a state space. I use results from 

Appendix B to show that information affects the position of the black-chinned's first 

isoleg. Specifically, complete information moved their isoleg to the right. I also explore 

possible explanations for differences between selective behaviors of the two subordinate 

species. I tentatively suggest that this system of three hummingbird species exhibits 

elements of a centrifugally organized community. 
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Figure 1. (After Fig. 1, Rosenzweig 1986) Isoleg graph of a pair of species that 

share their preference for a single rich habitat but can use a second poor habitat. Species 

densities, ranging from N = 0 to N = K, appear on the axes. Isolegs separate the graph 

into a 'behavioral map' of four regions. The thin lines are isolegs for the subordinate 

species. The subordinate (Sub) selects the rich habitat in region A and does not 

discriminate between rich and poor in region B. In regions C and D, the subordinate 

exhibits an 'apparent preference' (Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986, Abramsky et al. 1990) 

for the poor habitat, using it exclusively. The thick Une is the isoleg for the dominant 

species. The dominant (Dom) selects the rich habitat in regions A, B, and C, It does not 

discriminate between habitats in region D. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers 

appended to this dissertation. The folloAving is a summary of the most important findings 

in these papers. 

For the past seven years, I have been interested in answering the question: How 

might learned information affect competitive interactions between species? This 

dissertation presents much of the work I have done to answer this question. I discovered 

that leamed information does seem to affect the nature of competitive interactions among 

three hummingbird species. The birds I studied seem to enjoy reduced negative effects 

from competition when they can use leamed information that helps them forage more 

efficiently. 

I used shared-preference isoleg theory (Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 1986) to 

generate four dififerent predictions regarding possible ways information could affect 

density-dependent habitat selection. I predicted that complete information would either: (1) 

have no effect on the competitive milieu, (2) increase the per capita effect of the dominant 

species, or (3) decrease the per capita effect of the dominant species. I also predicted that 

(4) the loss of information could prevent individuals from choosing habitats and might 

erase evidence of habitat selection altogether. 

I conducted field experiments on the foraging behavior of three coexisting species 

of hummingbirds to test these predictions. I studied black-chinned {Archilochus 

alexandri), blue-throated {Lampornis clemenciae), and magnificent {Eugenes fulgens) 

hummingbirds at the Southwestern Research Station in the Chiricahua Mts. of Southeastern 

AZ. Blue-throated hummingbirds behaviorally dominate the other two species. Thus, 

blue-throateds exert strong competitive pressure on their subordinates. We expect birds' 
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foraging choices to reflect this competitive pressure. Specifically, we expect birds to 

forage less selectively on rich resources when competitive pressure increases (Fretwell & 

Lucas 1969, Rosenzweig 1979). 

Appendix A presents some of the methodological background for the field studies. I 

first needed to determine if free-living hummingbirds can leam to associate different color 

cues with different concentrations of sucrose solutions. I present experiments that show 

that hummingbirds leam to associate color cues with feeder quality (as measured by 

sucrose concentration). Almost all birds leamed to associate either blue or yellow color 

cues with rich (1.0 M) and poor (0.5 M) sucrose solutions in feeders. 

I also present data that address whether such an association allows birds to forage 

more efficiently than they would without such useful color cues. I show a dramatic 

increase in hummingbird foraging efficiency when they can use leamed color-sucrose 

associations. When given the leamed color cues, birds chose rich feeders more often than 

expected by chance. Without such cues, members of these three species foraged randomly. 

I conclude that hummingbirds can use leamed color cues to increase their foraging 

efficiency. 

In Appendix B, I present results of field work that show these cue-mediated increases 

in foraging efficiency also seem to allow one of the subordinate species (black-chinned), to 

better withstand the negative effects of competition from the dominant species (blue-

throated). I presented birds with feeder arrays that either had or did not have the leamed 

blue and yellow color cues. I used blue to cue rich feeders and yellow to cue poor feeders. 

Feeders that provided these color cues gave birds reliable information about feeder quality. 

Feeders that did not provide these color cues gave birds ambiguous information about 

feeder quality. By changing the type of cue (reliable vs. ambiguous), I manipulated the 

birds' foraging efficiency. 
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I calculated the proportion of time birds spent foraging at rich or poor feeders in either 

the reliable-cued situation or the ambiguous-cued situation. This proportion is a measure of 

the birds' selectivity — their birds' preference for rich feeders. I expected selectivity to 

decrease in the ambiguous-cued situation. I also expected selectivity to decrease when 

competitor density was high. In addition, I expected this competitor-driven decrease in 

selectivity to be especially prominent for the subordinate species (black-chinned and 

magmficeDt). 

My experimental results show that cue type (reliable vs. ambiguous) affects the 

severity of competitive interactions and food subdivision among three coexisting species. 

However, each species' foraging response to color cues and competitor densities was 

different. Only the black-chinned showed the predicted shift from high selectivity in the low-

competition situation to opportunistic feeding (no selectivity). Furthermore, they only 

showed this shift when the high-competition situation was coupled with ambiguous cues. 

Therefore, the loss of reliable cues was required to force the subordinate black-chinneds to 

follow the predicted competitively-driven shift in foraging preference. The other subordinate 

(magnificent) did not show the predicted shift in selectivity. The dominant blue-throated also 

remained highly selective on rich feeders throughout the study. 

Hummingbirds are very responsive to anj^ng that changes their ability to get energy 

efFicientiy. Their foraging choices reflect their extreme physiolo^cal demands for high 

energy intake (e.g.. Diamond 1990, Tiebout 1991). To relate foraging choices to energy 

intake, I analyzed each bird's energy gain during a single foraging bout. Like the pattems of 

foraging selectivity, each species' energy gain was different, depending upon cue type and 

competitor density. However, the pattern of each species' response was not the same as that 

for selectivity. 

I foimd that the magnificent hummingbirds reduced the amount (rather than 

proportion) of time they spent foraging when they simultaneously experienced ambiguous 
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cues and high competitor density. Neither the black-chinned nor the dominant blue-throated 

showed such a reduction in foraging time. The magnificents' drastic decrease in foraging 

time suggests a different, but legitimate, sort of response to competition and ambiguous cues. 

In Appendix B, I combine these results with natural history observations for each species to 

help us understand trade-offs between information, competition, and energy gain for these 

three very different hummingbird species. 

Appendix C first provides a review of the theoretical motivation for the field work 

presented in the first two appendices. Here, I review Rosenzweig's isoleg theory and 

explain four theoretical predictions that describe possible information-dependent and 

competitively-driven foraging shifts. By reviewing my experimental results, I provide 

evidence that allows me to reject three of the four predictions. One prediction — that birds 

foraging with complete information (via learned color cues) enjoy reduced negative effects 

from competition — was supported by the data. Birds that foraged with complete 

information remained highly selective on rich feeders even with high competitor densities. 

When birds suffered an information deficit (via ambiguous cues), however, the two 

subordinate species shifted their preference away from rich feeders. Each subordinate, 

however, showed this shift in a unique way. The dominant species did not shift preference 

away from rich feeders, thus confirming its dominant status. These shifts in foraging 

behavior match some of the shifts predicted by isoleg theory. In all cases, however, the 

birds suffered from reduced foraging efficiency when I removed reliable cues. These 

reductions match my predictions as well as those of others (Fretwell & Lucas 1969, 

Rosenzweig 1979, Mitchell 1989). 

My results require us to consider the information-gathering (e.g., learning) abilities 

of individual decision-makers when we evaluate density-dependent habitat selection. 

Differences in the level of usable information can alter the way coexisting species select 
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habitats in response to competition. These resuhs should be general for species that use 

information to choose among resources. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cues can provide information that allows individuals to assess their environment. If 

animals can learn cues, they may use this knowledge to exploit resources more efficiently 

than they would otherwise. I present two experiments that address this possibility. First, I 

asked: Can free-living hummingbirds leam to associate different color cues with different 

concentrations of sucrose solutions? Field experiments indicated that members of three 

hummingbird species (black-chinned, Archilochus alexcmdri; blue-throated, Lampomis 

clemenciae-, and magnificent, Eugenes julgens) learned to associate either blue or yellow 

color cues with rich (0.86 M) and poor (0.43 M) sucrose solutions. Second, I asked: 
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Does such an association allow birds to forage more efficiently than they would otherwise? 

When given the learned color cues, birds chose rich feeders more often than expected by 

chance. Without such cues, members of these three species foraged randomly. Therefore, 

hiommingbirds can use leamed color cues to increase their foraging efficiency. 

INTRODUCTION 

Environmental cues can help individuals to determine mate choice (e.g., Zahavi 1975, 

Zuk et al. 1992, Kodric-Brown & Nicoletto 1993), patch choice (Valone 1991, 1992, 

Valone & Giraldeau 1993), flight path (Mitchell 1989), group size (Caraco 1981a, 1981b), 

degree of vigilance (Lima 1991, 1992, 1995, Lima & Valone 1992), etc. Animals often 

use environmental cues to gain information about resource quality and distribution (see 

reviews by Kamil 1983, 1987, Stephens & Krebs 1986, Stephens 1989, 1993, 

Shettleworth 1993, Krebs & Inman 1992, Giraldeau 1997). Color cues often provide such 

information. This is especially true for animals that learn to associate color cues with 

certain rewards so they may predict resource quality. Flower choice by pollinators 

provides a relevant example. 

Many flowers change color after pollination (Weiss 1992) so that a floral display 

presents flowers of two colors. Flowers that have been pollinated usually stop producing 

nectar and no longer reward pollinators. However, plants often retain corollas of old (non-

rewarding) flowers to increase the size of the display and attract other pollinators from a 

distance (reviewed by Lewis 1993). Retention of old flowers presents a pollinator with 

two kinds of resources, but each kind can be cued by a different color. A pollinator that 

can learn to avoid old flowers can increase its foraging efficiency. Color cues can help a 

pollinator choose those flowers that contain nectar and, thus, increase its foraging 

efficiency. 
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Weiss (1992) showed that floral color change serves to direct pollinators toward 

"sexually viable and rewarding" flowers. She also showed that butterfly pollinators can 

use such cues to enhance their foraging efficiency (Weiss 1997). Many insect pollinators 

(e.g., butterflies, hawkmoths, bees) have short adult lifespans and may only visit one or a 

few plant species. Hummingbirds have — compared to these insects — much longer 

average life spans relative to floral persistence (years, rather than weeks). Stephens (1993) 

suggested that learning should be most adaptive for organisms that experience intermediate 

levels of environmental change within a single generation. Because hummingbirds live 

longer than most flowers persist, they experience such intermediate levels of environmental 

predictability. Thus, we might expect natural selection to favor hummingbird color 

learning even more strongly than it does insect learning. To what extent are Weiss's 

discoveries applicable to hummingbirds? 

Because of their extreme sensitivity to energy stress (Diamond 1990, Tiebout 1991), 

we expect hummingbirds to forage to address immediate energetic needs (e.g.. Stiles 1971, 

Wolf & Hainsworth 1971, Montgomerie et al. 1984, Miller et al. 1985, Gass & Sutherland 

1985, Tamm 1989). Probably because of these needs, hummingbirds almost always prefer 

nectars with the richest sucrose concentration (Montgomerie et al. 1984, Stiles 1976). 

Sometimes, though, competitive interactions can force them to use less profitable food 

(Pimm et al. 1985, Rosenzweig 1986, Appendix B). 

Hummingbirds readily use several types of environmental cues such as location (Bene 

1941, Miller & Miller 1971, Stiles 1975, Goldsmith and Goldsmith 1979, Hurly & Healy 

1996), patterns (Healy & Hurly 1995), and colors (Goldsmith and Goldsmith 1979, Gass 

& Sutherland 1985, Mitchell 1989). Cues allow hummingbirds to predict resource quality 

so they may forage optimally (Mitchell 1989). 

In a study aimed at determining their range of color vision. Goldsmith and Goldsmith 

(1979) showed that black-chinned hummingbirds leam colors and use them to choose 
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among feeders. A logical next question to ask is: Can hummingbirds use information, in 

the form of color cues, to make better foraging choices than they would without cues? 

The information an animal gains may be extremely valuable if it alters subsequent 

behavior to increase fitness (see Stephens 1989, Vet et al. 1998). For a hummingbird, 

such a leamed association could give it complete information about food quality (sensu 

Stephens & Krebs 1986). The birds may also use cues to assess the quantity of high-

qualily foods. An animal with complete infonnation can predict the quality of its immediate 

environment with no additional sampling. An animal with incomplete information can only 

predict the quality of its environment by sampling from it or by watching other foragers 

(Fiorito & Scotto 1992, Bednekoff & Balda 1996, Kodric-Brown & Nicoletto 1997). 

Therefore, complete information should enhance a decision-maker's efficiency (see Raiffa 

1968). Do hummingbirds use such information (gained via leamed color associations) to 

forage more efficiently? 

Mitchell (1989) addressed part of this question in an elegant study of informational 

constraints on two territorial hummingbird species. He interpreted his resu!.ts in terms of 

travel costs between distant feeders. He showed that these birds used color cues to adjust 

their expected rewards at neighboring rich and poor feeders placed a few meters apart. But 

the fundamental question of the inherent value of color cues still begs an answer. Will 

hummingbirds use color cues to choose among rewarding feeders when travel costs are 

negligible? 

I conducted two field experiments on free-living hummingbirds foraging at artificial 

feeders. The first experiment demonstrated that three coexisting hummingbird species can 

learn color cues. The second experiment showed that these hummingbirds use color cues 

to increase foraging efficiency (relative to foraging with non-informative cues) at small 

arrays of feeders that mimic inflorescences. 
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METHODS 

Study Area 

The study site was a small (ca. 0.25 ha) meadow immediately south of the Middle Fork 

of Cave Creek at the American Museum of Natural History's Southwestern Research Station 

(SWRS) near Portal, AZ (see more detailed description in Appendix B). Floral resources 

(e.g., Mimuhis guttatus and Penstemon barbatus) were rare, so feeders in this meadow 

provided the main carbohydrate energy source for hummingbirds. Arthropod (protein) 

resources (e.g., leaf-hoppers, gnats, spiders) appropriate for hummingbirds were abundant 

throughout my study. Although hummingbirds were aggressive near feeders, no single 

hummingbird successfully defended any part of this meadow, so it was a common foraging 

place for most individuals in the area. 

Description of Species 

I studied black-chinned (Archilochus alexcmdri, hereafter BC), blue-throated {Lcanpomis 

clemenciae, hereafter BT), and magnificent hummingbirds {Eugenesfitlgens, hereafter MA). 

Table 1 gives size information for these species. BTs behaviorally dominate the other two 

species; male BTs hold territories in rich riparian areas. Female BC dominate male BC, but 

BC males may hold territories in xeric sites away from the BT-dominated riparian areas. 

Rather than hold territories, male MAs trapline throughout the canyon (Lyon et al. 1977, 

Pimm 1978, Powers & McKee 1994, Powers 1996, Johnsgard 1997). During their 

breeding season (April - August), I took data on fi^ee-living individuals while they foraged at 

feeders. 

Experiment 1. Associative Color Learning of Color Cues 

Feeder Presentation 

In early April 1994,1 hung four feeders from their own poles (ca. 1.5 m high) in the 

meadow described above. I maintained feeders so that birds rarely emptied them. Feeder 
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quality was either rich (0.86 M = ca. 30 % sucrose) or poor (0.43 M = ca. 15 % sucrose). 

Each feeder was a glass 235 ml feeder (Perky-Pet ® cat. no. 203C) with four fountains. A 

yellow detachable bee guard covered the end of each fountain, and I used these bee guards 

to display different color cues. I painted bee guards at two feeders blue (Krylon ® True 

Blue) and left bee guards on the other two feeders yellow. Originally, yellow (hereafter Y) 

cued the rich feeders and blue (hereafter B) cued the poor feeders. 

I expected all individuals regularly foraging in the meadow to leam to associate either Y 

or B colored bee guards with the sucrose concentration of the solution inside the feeders. 

Then, they should use color cues to choose the rich feeder whenever possible. However, 

given that Goldsmith and Goldsmith (1979) showed that hummingbird color vision differs 

from my own, I performed Exp. 1 to verify this expectation. 

Test for Associative Learning 

I conducted a standard serial reversal experiment used often in leaming studies (see 

Kelber 1996, Weiss 1997). In a serial reversal experiment, the experimenter reverses the 

originally-rewarded learned association. For example, a pigeon first gets food if it pecks 

the button on the left. After reversal, the pigeon must peck the button on the right to get 

food. I used reversal experiments because I was interested in the asymptotic level of feeder 

choice for both sets of color associations (before and after reversal). First, I put feeders in 

the meadow so birds could leam the association between Y cues and the rich sucrose 

solution (and B cues with poor). I let the birds leam this cue association for ca. 2 months 

to ensure that newly-arrived migrants had sufficient time to leam. 

Mitchell (1989) showed that black-chinned hummingbirds altered foraging choices to 

address travel costs of only one or two meters. Therefore, in my test for associative 

learning, I hung one rich (Y) and one poor (B) feeder firom the same pole in the meadow. 

Feeders rested close enough to each other that their nearest bee guards touched. This 
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eliminated travel time between the two feeders. In this way, both feeders, distinguishable 

by the color of bee guards, were presented to free-living birds. 

Data Collection 

I collected data for the first ten minutes after creating this feeder presentation. I noted 

which feeder a bird visited first. I did not record a bird's choice if it hesitated or if several 

birds were already present. Thus, I avoided taking data that might have been affected by 

competition, inexperience with feeders, or other undesirable biases. 

Inevitably, one feeder rested nearer the pole than the other. To prevent birds from 

using feeder location (relative to the pole or other landmarks) as a cue, I inverted the 

position of feeders after ten minutes. I then recorded another ten-minute data set. Thus, if 

birds used location as a cue, the two data sets should neutralize each other (equal visits to 

both colors). If birds used color as a cue, the two data sets should agree (differential 

visitation to one color). 

Between May and August 1994,1 took 16 data sets with Y = rich and B = poor. 

Then, I reversed the match between color cue and sucrose concentration so that B = rich 

and Y = poor. Like Goldsmith and Goldsmith (1979), I observed some individuals leam 

the cue association during a single visit to feeders. However, most individuals required 

several visits to leam. Because reversal learning experiments sometimes detect slower 

learning of the reversed cues (Papaj 1990, Lewis 1993), I allowed the birds a week to re-

leam the association between color cues and feeder quality. I then took 12 more data sets. 

Experiment 2. Foraging Efficiency With and Without Reliable Cues. 

With this experiment, I wished to determine the potential value of a learned association 

between color cue and sucrose reward. Birds that can use information about resource 

quality may forage more efficiently. The type of information (complete vs. incomplete; see 

above) may also alter foraging efficiency. 
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In addition, I wondered if the three species differed in their abilities to use cues. The 

two territorial species (BC and BT) might respond more strongly to these cues than the 

traplining MA. Trapliners probably experience a greater variety of resources, and therefore 

more stimuli, than territorialists. Memoiy of one association might interfere with learning 

another association (e.g., Papaj 1990). If so, then we would expect the territorial BCs and 

BTs to show a tighter learned association between color cue and feeder quality than the 

traplining MAs. On the Other hand, animals (like trapliners) that experience more variable 

resources might respond faster to novel foods (Johnson et al. 1994). Such responsiveness 

could cause MAs to exhibit a tighter leamed association than the territorialists. Although 

the hypotheses are different, both give us reason to expect differences between the species 

in their strength of response to color cues. 

We might also expect the sexes to respond differently. Sex-based differences in 

spatial abilities are well documented (see Gaulin & FitzGerald 1986). Vallortigara (1996) 

found that male domestic chicks (Gallus gallus) learn position better than females, but 

females leam color better than males. Hummingbird sexes might also differ in color 

learning abilities. Females may spend more time foraging for insects during the breeding 

season (when feeding fledglings) than at other times. If they do not use nectar resources to 

the same extent as do males (Calder et al. 1990, Calder 1991), then color learning at 

feeders might be less important to them. Alternatively, if females rely on quick energy for 

themselves so they may spend more time tending chicks, they might respond more strongly 

to color cues than males. 

Rationale for Experiment 

Like Mitchell (1989), I let the birds leam a color-sucrose association (as in Exp. 1) and 

then deprived them of these leamed cues. I expected to repeat Mitchell's general result: the 

proportion of visits to rich feeders would depend upon the cue type (reliable or ambiguous, 

see below). However, my experiment differs from Mitchell's in several ways. 
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First, unlike Mitchell's feeder presentation, my feeder arrays (see below) were 

designed to mimic inflorescences. Therefore, I deliberately minimized travel costs by 

putting feeders close to one another. Second, birds could deplete Mitchell's feeders in one 

visit. I used large feeders that, from the birds' perspective, were undepletable. Third, 

Mitchell used blue and orange flagging tape to provide 'complete information', but his 

'incomplete information' treatment had no flagging tape (of any color) on feeders. 

Therefore, his treatments provided an added level of information. Upon arrival in the 

meadow, his birds could assess the presence or absence of flagging tape on feeders. The 

presence or absence of flagging tape could have provided the birds with information about 

the relative quality of the entire foraging arena. To avoid this possibility, I provided cues 

that birds could distinguish only at close range. 

Feeder Boards 

I arranged my feeders into arrays of six 88 ml feeders (Perky-Pet ® cat. no. 214). 

Each feeder presents one fountain covered by a detachable bee guard. Using Velcro ®, I 

attached feeders ca. 25 cm apart in a hexagonal pattern on a 0.6 m x 0.6 m pegboard (Fig. 

la). The pegboard rests atop two PVC poles so that its bottom feeders are ca. 0.9 m above 

the ground. This distance above ground assures that vigilance for ground predators (e.g., 

roadrunners, Geococcyx californicmus, Lima 1991) should not influence a bird's decision 

to use feeders on the lower part of the board. I call the arrays "feeder boards." Birds treat 

feeder boards as they would an inflorescence because they often visit several feeders during 

each visit. 

In the middle of the meadow, I arranged three feeder boards facing inward from the 

comers of an equilateral triangle with 15 m sides. I set up feeder boards in mid-April, but 

I did not begin data collection imtil 23 May, well after the end of spring migration. 
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Therefore, the data should represent feeder choices on the asymptotes of the birds' learning 

curves. 

Data Collection 

I took data for birds foraging with two different types of cues (provided by bee 

guards). The first cue type resembled those used in Exp. 1. I call these blue (B) or yellow 

(Y) bee guards 'reliable cues.' Reliable cues allow birds to benefit from reduced search 

costs, but only after they leam to associate cue color with feeder quality. After a bird learns 

these cues, it enjoys complete information about feeder quality (cf Stephens & Krebs 

1986). Because of a tendency for naive individuals to choose Y (see below), I let B = rich 

and Y = poor. 

The second cue type deprived birds of valuable infoimation (sensu Stephens 1989). 

These cues look just like the reliable cues, except that they each present both colors instead 

of one. I painted these bee guards with a 4-quarter pie-slice design with two opposing 

quarters yellow, and the others blue (Fig. lb). I call these bee guards 'ambiguous cues.' 

When I put ambiguous cues on feeders, both rich and poor feeders looked the same. Birds 

suffered an information deficit because they could no longer predict feeder quality (cf. 

MitcheU 1989). 

On days I took data, I watched each feeder board twice — once with reliable cues and 

once with ambiguous cues. I never mixed cue types during a session. Immediately prior 

to data collection, I put feeders on the designated feeder board in new, randomly 

determined locations. 

Data collection was simple. I recorded (only) the first feeder each bird visited at a 

given feeder board during the first ten minutes after new placement of the feeders. 

Between 25 May and 14 June, I collected 30 data sets, half with ambiguous cues and half 

with reliable cues. 
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In summary, this experiment differed from Exp. 1 in three ways. 

• I did not perform a serial reversal. If cues were reliable, rich feeders always had B bee 

guards; poor feeders always had Y bee guards. 

• Each feeder board provided six feeders, rather than the two hanging from a single pole. 

That tripled the numbers of feeders available to birds. If nothing else, this addition of 

feeders increased sample sizes. 

• Some of the trials used ambiguous cues. Therefore, sometimes birds foraged with 

complete information (reliable cues) and sometimes with incomplete information 

(ambiguous cues). 

The data sets contain counts of each bird's first feeder visit to either a rich or a poor 

feeder. Using these data, I calculated the average proportion of birds that first went to rich 

feeders. By design, these data represent the asymptotes of birds' leaming curves. 

Therefore, these data mask any differences in the rates of leaming. Before doing any 

statistical analyses on these data, I performed the standard arcsine square-root 

transformation for proportions. I then used JMP IN ® (SAS Institute, Inc. 1996) to 

perform all analyses. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experiment I 

Did hummingbirds learn an association between color cues and sucrose concentration? 

If birds learned no cues, or if location were the more important cue, they should visit 

feeders equally. IfthisnuU expectation were trae, then half (71.5/143; see Table 2) of the 

birds should visit each feeder before the reversal (when Y = rich). Half (55/110) of the 

birds should visit each feeder after the reversal (when B = rich). They did not do this. 

Hummingbirds visited significantly more rich than poor feeders in both cases (Fig. 2). G-

te s t s  f o r  t he se  r e su l t s  we re  s ign i f i c an t  f o r  a l l  spec i e s  combined  (Y  =  r i ch ;  G  =  62 .64 ,  d f=  
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1, p < 0.001; B = rich; G = 27.69, df = 1, p < 0.001). Therefore, free-living 

hummingbirds learn and use blue and yellow color cues, regardless of which color 

indicates the rich feeders. 

Even though sample sizes were small, I compared the results for each species in two 

different ways (Table 3). First, I performed G-tests adjusted via the Williams correction 

for small sample size (Sokal & Rohlf 1981 p. 706). However, even corrected G-tests are 

not very powerful when sample sizes are small (RM Strauss, pers comm). Therefore, I 

also calculated more powerful binomial probabilities of visitation under the null hypothesis 

that color does not influence feeder choice (see Zar 1984 p. 370). I was unable to compare 

data for the sexes (but see Exp. 2). 

All tests show significant color associations, except for BT when Y indicated rich and 

BC when B indicated rich (Table 3). In the first instance, the more powerful binomial 

probability is marginally significant for BTs, and I suspect that the lack of significance is 

simply due to insufficient sample size. My suspicion is supported by the very strong 

response to rich solution when cued by blue (with more birds in the sample). It is unlikely 

that BTs would strongly associate one cue and not the other with the rich solution. 

The other instance of marginally significant results, with BC after the color reversal 

(Table 3), could be due to their reduced ability to leam a new color association. Other 

experiments (Sandlin, unpubl data) suggest this explanation is unlikely. More likely, these 

results were affected by the beginning of migration. The color reversal happened on 12 

August, a time late enough in the breeding season for many BCs to begin migrating. In the 

presence of newly-arrived migrants, we would expect the lack of significance: naive 

individuals should use the two feeder types indiscriminately. The presence of naive 

migrants could dilute the learned association exhibited by regular visitors. 

Possible Bias for Yellow 
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I observed some tendency for naive adults (new to the meadow) and fledgling birds, 

both easily identifiable by their clumsiness in negotiating the bee guard lattice structure, to 

visit Y feeders first. This probably means that Y is more visible from a distance than B 

(pers obs). Furthermore, others (Stiles 1976, Goldsmith & Goldsmith 1979, Feinsinger 

1983) have suggested that hummingbirds are probably most attracted to colors that contrast 

strongly vkdth their background or to the color of flowers from the current forage plant 

(Bene 1941, Collias& Collias 1968). 

Inspection of the data shows that, when Y = rich, 26/143 = 18.2 % of the birds went 

to the B-cued poor feeder. However, when B = rich, 28/110 = 25.5 % of the birds visited 

the Y-cued poor feeder. This pattern might indicate a color bias in favor of Y. 

Alternatively, this difference in the strength of response could reflect the shorter time 

birds had to learn the second color-sucrose association. Serial reversal experiments 

sometimes show this lag in learning after the reversal because of interference from 

memories of the first learned association (cf Papaj 1990, see also Lewis 1993). 

To examine the data for evidence of a color bias, I looked for an interaction between 

color and sucrose concentration. Results from a 2-way ANOVA (Table 4) for feeder 

classification by both color and sucrose concentration show that these differences were not 

significant. Only the differences in sucrose concentration significantly influenced feeder 

choice. The interaction term is not significant, indicating that there was no collective bias 

for yellow in the three bird species studied. 

In summary, the serial reversal experiment indicated that all three species discriminate 

between the colors I used. With the exceptions treated above (but see Exp. 2), individuals 

of each species learned to associate color with sucrose concentration. Members of all three 

species responded strongly to the concentration of sucrose in a feeder, color per se was not 

important in this context. The non-significant interaction term (Table 4) indicates that the 

birds exhibited no important bias for yellow. 
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Experiment 2 

Does information, as conveyed by reliable or ambiguous cues on bee guards, affect 

hummingbird foraging decisions? I performed a standard three-way ANOVA on the entire 

data set. Treatment factors were species, sex, and cue-type (reliable vs. ambiguous). Only 

cue-type affected the proportion of visits to rich feeders (F = 46.8342; df = 1; p < 

0.0001). Thus, the full analysis found no differences between species or sexes in their 

responses to the cues. I then separated the data according to cue-type and examined the 

proportion of visits to rich feeders in each case. 

Ambiguous Cues 

If cues help birds choose rich feeders, then birds foraging with ambiguous cues should 

be unable to discriminate between rich and poor feeders. Ambiguous cues prevented birds 

from discriminating between rich and poor feeders, as expected (2-way ANOVA: df = 84; 

F = 0.1825; p = 0.9684; Fig. 3 a). This ANOVA also found no differences between the 

sexes, so I pooled the data within each species. Separate examination of each species' 

response also showed no differences from the null expectation (Table 5). Upon their first 

visit to an ambiguous-cued feeder board, individuals failed to predict the location of the rich 

feeders. They foraged indiscriminately between rich and poor feeders. 

Reliable Cues 

I expected birds to use reliable cues to find the rich feeders. Upon arrival at a feeder 

board, they should choose rich feeders first. The data show that, with reliable cues, 

members of all groups picked rich feeders significantly more often than we would expect 

by chance alone (Figure 3b; Table 5). The proportion of visits to rich feeders was the 

same for all birds (2-way ANOVA: df = 85; F = 1.2464; p = 0.2955; Fig. 3b). As 

above, I found no differences between the sexes, and I again pooled the data within each 

species. Separate examination of each species' response also showed significant 
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differences from the null expectation (Table 5). The marginally-significant results from 

Exp. 1, therefore, are likely spurious (Type II error), just as I suspected. 

In summary, hummingbirds used learned cues to increase foraging efficiency (as 

measured by the first feeder chosen in a given foraging bout), even with minimal travel 

costs (cf Mitchell 1989) and even when all feeders provided a reward (cf Goldsmith & 

Goldsmith 1979). I found no differences between the species or between sexes within a 

species. 

The Importance of Sampling Behavior? 

One other pattem remains imexplained. In the presence of reliable cues, why did birds 

ever choose poor feeders? No group (species or sex) showed zero % use of poor feeders. 

I can imagine two reasons why birds might use poor feeders. 

First, hummingbird floral resources often change every few weeks (Colwell 1973). 

Hummingbirds may learn that flowers of species A are rich and those of species B are 

poor. However, as the flowering season changes, the reverse might become true (Stiles 

1975). To avoid paying high missed opportunity costs (Stephens & Krebs 1986), birds 

should continue sampling both resource types. Continued sampling ensures that the birds 

can respond to any differences in the relative reward of two or more resources. I suspect 

that the birds I studied sampled rich and poor feeders to maintain their learned color 

associations. Such sampling would reduce the proportion of rich feeders visited. 

Another reason birds might choose poor feeders — even though they know better 

feeders exist — is that competition can force individuals away from their preferred foods 

(e.g., Fretwell & Lucas 1969, Rosenzweig 1979). Pimm et al. (1985) found that all three 

of these species responded to competition by sometimes choosing poor feeders. However, 

Rosenzweig's (1979, 1985) isoleg theory predicts that shifts in feeder preference by 

subordinate species (i.e., BC and MA) will happen more readily than shifts by the 

dominant species (BT). In contrast, all three species in my experiments showed the same 
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level of sampling. There may have been a slightly higher proportion of visits to rich 

feeders by BT, but it was not significant. Therefore, although competition undoubtedly 

plays a role in hummingbird foraging choices, the reason for the reduced foraging 

efficiency —as measured by first feeder chosen — seems most easily explained by 

individual sampling behavior. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Three coexisting species of hummingbird discriminated between blue and yellow cues 

and learned to associate these cues with feeder quality (sucrose concentration). This 

association equips individuals with the ability to predict feeder quality and distribution 

before sampling feeders, thus potentially reducing food search costs. When given 

complete information, the birds chose rich feeders more often than expected by chance 

alone. Without such information, the birds foraged randomly. Therefore, cue use 

increased hummingbird foraging efficiency for three species of free-Uving hummingbirds. 

Such an increase should change the birds' assessment of the relative costs and benefits of 

foraging and could enhance pollination efficiency for plants that provide reliable cues (cf 

Gori 1989, Weiss 1992, 1997). 
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Table 1. Documented breeding hummingbirds at the Southwestern Research Station, 

Chiricahua Mts, southeastern Arizona. M = males; F= females. I use the Species Code 

throughout the text to save space. 

Latin Name Common Species Length Mass (g) ±SD [n]* 

Name Code (in) 

Archilochits black-chinned BC 3.3 - 3.75 M 3.16 ±0.22 [20] 

cdexandri F 3.56 ±0.30 [104] 

Lampomis blue-throated BT 4.5 - 5.25 M 8.28 ±0.44 [87] 

clemenciae F 6.95 ±0.72 [14] 

Eugenes magnificent MA 4.5 - 5.0 M 7.91 ±0.46 [43] 

fulgens (Rivoli's) F 7.34 ±0.40 [9] 

* mass data from D. R. Powers, 1994; n = sample size 



Table 2. Number of visits to rich feeders with blue (B) and yellow (Y) bee guards 

indicating resource quality. In the left-hand columns, Y = rich feeders (30 % 

sucrose); B = poor feeders (15 % sucrose). In the right-hand columns, the cues 

are reversed. BC = black-chinned; BT = blue-throated; MA = magnificent 

hummingbirds. 

Species No. at Y 
when rich 

No. at B 
when poor 

No. at B 
when rich 

No. at Y 
when poor 

BC 88 22 37 14 

BT 11 3 32 9 

MA. 1 8  1 13 5 

sum 117 26 82 28 
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Table 3. G-test results and binomial probabilities of visitation under the null hypothesis 

that color makes no difference to hummingbirds when they choose feeders (equal visitation 

probabihties). The top of the table shows data when yellow indicated rich and blue 

indicated poor sucrose solutions. The bottom of the table shows data when the color cues 

indicated the opposite solution concentrations. Species codes are defined in Table 1. 

Sp Rich Poor Total Fraction at Adjusted P Binomial 

visits visits visits Rich G value (from G test) Probability 

BC 57 13 70 0.81 29.64 p< 0.001 4.8 X 10-8 

BT 9 3 12 0.75 3,013 0.05 <p <0,1 0.0537 

MA. 15 1 16 0.94 14.257 p < 0,001 2.44 X 10-4 

sum 81 17 98 0.83 62.42 p < 0,001 1.44 X 10-11 

BC 14 7 21 0.67 2.323 0,1 < p < 0,5 0.0554 

BT 22 7 29 0.76 8.012 0,001 < p < 0.005 0,0029 

MA 10 3 13 0.77 3.831 p = 0.05 0,0349 

simi 46 17 63 0.73 27.57 p <0.001 l . lOx 10-4 
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Table 4. Results of a 2-way fixed factor ANOVA in which the main treatment factors are 

sucrose concentration (either 30 % or 15 % sucrose) and color cue (either yellow or blue). 

Source SS DF MS F-ratio Prob.> F 

Concentration 720.143 1 720.143 25.011 0.000 

Color 14.170 1 14.170 0.492 0.490 

Concentration x Color 0.503 1 0.503 0.017 0.896 

Error 691.042 24 28.793 

Total 1425.857 27 
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Table 5. Results from t-tests for the differences between sample means for proportion of 

visits to rich feeders under different conditions. Ambiguous cue Hp! mean = 0.5. Reliable 

cue Hq: mean = 0.5, with the predicted direction that the sample mean should be greater 

than 0.5. Species codes are defined in Table 1. The p > t column shows the probability of 

getting an even greater t value if there were no difference between the hypothesized mean 

(0.5) and the sample mean. 

Ambiguous Cues Reliable Cues 

species sample mean t value P > | t  1  sample mean t value p > t  

BC 0.5127 0.6483 0.5219 0.7948 10.3676 <0.0001 

BT 0.5714 1.0238 0.3157 0.8701 7.3320 <0.0001 

MA. 0.5349 0.5783 0.5677 0.8079 6.2851 <0.0001 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. A feeder board with six feeders attached by Velcro ®, making redistribution of 

feeders easy. The 88 ml feeders rest ca. 20 cm apart in a hexagonal pattern on a 0.61 m x 

0.61 m pegboard. (a) A feeder board with ambiguous cues. The small squares to the left 

of each feeder show "R" for rich feeders and "P" for poor feeders. I used these squares to 

mark feeder quality during ambiguous data collection, (b) Enlargement of one feeder to 

show pie-shaped design of an ambiguous bee guard with dark quarters blue and open 

quarters yellow. 

Fig. 2. Results from the serial reversal experiment. Open bars show proportion of visits 

to rich feeders when Y indicated the rich patches (30 % sucrose) and B indicated the poor 

patches (15 % sucrose). Dark bars show proportion of visits when the cues were reversed. 

BC = black-chinned; BT = blue-throated; MA = magnificent hummingbird. Numbers 

above the bars indicate sample sizes. 

Fig. 3. Results from the experiment in which birds foraged using two different types of 

cues. The bars show the proportion of visits to rich feeders (mean ± standard eiror). 

Panel (a) shows responses for birds foraging with ambiguous cues. Panel (b) shows those 

responses for birds foraging with rehable cues. Open bars show male responses; dark 

bars show female responses. Species codes are defined in Fig. 2. Numbers above the 

bars indicate sample sizes. 
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COEXISTING HUMMINGBIRD SPECIES 
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ABSTRACT 

How might an individual's ability to learn and use environmental information affect 

competitive interactions among species? Learned behavior can influence foraging 

decisions. Competition for food resources can influence patterns of species coexistence via 

habitat selection. I wondered if both learned behavior and competition might act together to 

influence interactions among species. Herein, I show that cue use affects the severity of 

competitive interactions (aggression at feeders) between three competing hummingbird 

species; black-chinned (Archilochus alexandri), blue-throated (JLampomis clemenciae), and 

Rxmning head; 

Key words: 
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magnificent (Eugenes fiilgem) hummingbirds. These birds coexist in the Chiricahua Mts. 

of Southeastern AZ where I studied them. 

I gave hummingbirds two types of habitats (rich and poor feeders). All birds shared 

a preference for the rich feeders. However, Pimm et al. (1985) showed that they will shifit 

their preference toward poor feeders when competitor densities are high. I used color cues to 

manipulate the amount of information birds could use to assess feeder quality, thus changing 

their information state. I examined the effects of two information states (complete or 

incomplete) on foraging choices of these birds. To do this, I quantified hummingbirds' 

preferences for the rich feeders when both competitor densities and information (via learned 

color cues) varied. To relate foraging choices to energetic intake, I also analyzed energy 

gained during a single foraging bout. 

Males of all species exhibited strong preferences for rich feeders when they foraged 

with complete information and low competitor densities. Without such information, the two 

subordinate species (black-chirmed and magnificent) shifted their preference away from rich 

feeders in response to high densities of the dominant species (blue-throated). Each 

subordinate species shifted in a unique way; the black-chinned reduced its foraging 

efficiency, while the magnificent reduced the amount of time it spent foraging. Birds that 

foraged with complete information remained highly selective on rich feeders even with high 

competitor densities. Thus, learned information affected competitive interactions (for rich 

feeders) among these species. These results should be general for species that use 

information to choose among resources. 

INTRODUCTION 

Competing species may coexist because they divide resources. This division should 

depend upon the species' abilities to assess their surroimdings. In nature, color cues or other 

environmental cues can allow animals to use resources better (e.g., Mitchell 1989, Weiss 
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1997). For example, Weiss (1992) demonstrated that many flowers change color after 

pollination, but the plant retains those flowers to increase the size of the display to attract 

pollinators from a distance (Lewis 1993). However, when the pollinator gets closer to the 

display, it follows these different color cues to choose only those flowers that contain nectar 

because they require polhnation. It is reasonable to expect that natural selection will favor an 

animal's ability to learn cues so it can better exploit its environment (cf Stephens 1993). 

Giraldeau (1997) provides a comprehensive review of the effects of information on ecology 

and behavior. 

Possibly in response to energy constraints, hummingbirds readily use several types 

of environmental cues such as location (Bene 1941, Miller & Miller 1971, Stiles 1975, 

Goldsmith & Goldsmith 1979, Hurly & Healy 1996), patterns (Healy & Hurly 1995), and 

colors (Goldsmith & Goldsmith 1979, Gass & Sutherland 1985, Mitchell 1989, Appendix 

A). Cues allow hummingbirds to predict resource quality (and thus reduce information 

constraints) so they may enhance their fora^ng efficiency (Mitchell 1989). Could cue use 

also affect resource subdivision among species? 

The term 'information state' refers to the ability of an animal to predict the quality of its 

environment (cf. Mitchell 1989). An animal with complete information can use cues to 

predict the quality of its environment with no additional sampling. An animal with 

incomplete information can only predict the quality of its environment by sampling from it 

(Stephens & Krebs 1986, Stephens 1993) or by watching other foragers (Fiorito & Scotto 

1992, Bednekoff & Balda 1996, Kodric-Brown & Nicoletto 1997). Herein, I examine the 

effects of two information states (complete or incomplete) on hummingbird foraging choices. 

My aim is to elucidate a possible mechanism by which learned information affects species 

coexistence. 
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Theoretical Framework 

Isoleg theoiy helps us understand how habitat preferences can evolve to facilitate stable 

coexistence among populations of competing species (Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1987). This 

theory, based upon Ideal Free Distribution theoiy (IFD; Fretwell & Lucas 1969), assumes 

that competition helps drive foraging behavior and, thus, habitat selection. It assumes that 

the competitors use two habitats and that higher population densities depress resource 

availabilities to force alterations in habitat use for at least one competing species. Asymmetiy 

in competitive abilities can force a subordinate species away from its primary habitat and into 

a secondary one. 

Although isoleg theoiy predicts behavioral shifts of entire populations, it necessarily 

depends upon the behavior of the actual habitat selectors, i.e., the individuals within each 

population. Classical optimal foraging theoiy (OFT; reviewed by Pyke et al. 1977) predicts 

that individuals should feed exclusively from the most profitable resource as long as that 

resource is in sufficient supply. Considerable empirical evidence confirms that individuals of 

most hummingbird species choose the richest sucrose solutions available from their 

environment (Pimm 1978, Pyke 1978, Montgomerie 1984, Pimm et al. 1985, Mitchell 1989, 

this study). 

Mitchell (1989) showed that infoimation state affects an individual's selectivity for rich 

(vs. poor) feeders, especially when travel costs are high. He defined 'selectivity' as "the 

proportion of the diet comprising rich resource items" (p. 147). I adopt his definition here. 

Pimm et al. (1985) empirically tested isoleg theoiy using the same three hummingbird species 

treated herein. They discovered the predicted competitor-driven thresholds in selectivity for 

all three species they studied. However, they did not vary infonnation state. 

Cue Use and Decision-Making 

The word 'choice' implies that individuals can discriminate between available 

alternatives. I wondered how important this discriminating ability might be for habitat 
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selectors, especially those that can leara cues from their environment. I reasoned that the 

abilities of habitat selectors to choose among habitats (e.g., rich and poor feeders) should 

depend not only on competitor pressures but also on their information state. Do individuals 

that can leam from their environment better optimize foraging (or habitat) choices in different 

competitive situations? I predicted that the competitor density that causes population-level 

switches in selectivity (sensu Rosenzweig 1979, Pimm et al. 1985) should vary with respect 

to the individuals' information state. Using IFD, OFT, and isoleg theory, I predicted that: 

(1) Regardless of competitor density, foragers with an information deficit should use poor 

feeders more readily than those with complete information (i.e., incomplete information 

decreases selectivity). 

(2) At high competitor densities, thresholds of foraging selectivity should exist such that 

foragers switch from exclusive use of rich toward opportunistic use of rich and poor 

(i.e., high competition decreases selectivity). 

(3) Individuals foraging at similar competitor densities, but with different information states, 

should sometimes exhibit different degrees of selectivity for rich feeders. This 

constitutes an interaction between Predictions (1) and (2) above. 

(4) Subordinate species should exhibit a greater decrease in selectivity in response to 

information deficit and competitor pressures than the dominant species. 

Each of these predictions is based upon theory; Prediction (1) comes from OFT, Prediction 

(2) comes from IFD, Prediction (3) is a combination of OFT and IFD, and Prediction (4) 

comes from isoleg theory. 

METHODS 

Study Area 

I conducted all research at the American Museum of Natural History's Southwestern 

Research Station (SWRS; 3r50'N; 109°15'W) near Portal, AZ. At an elevation of ca. 
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1650 m, the 36.4 ha SWRS rests along the Middle Fork of Cave Creek, one of the major 

drainages in the Chiricahua Mts. At this elevation, the dominant plant communities are pine-

oak-jimiper scrub in xeric areas and sycamore-cottonwood-walnut forest along the mesic 

creek bottoms. My study site was a small (ca. 0.25 ha) meadow immediately south of the 

Middle Fork of Cave Creek on the SWRS property. This meadow is bounded to its south by 

a low (ca. 12 m) ridge that leads up to the more xeric pine-oak-juniper scrub. A natural 

spring creates a small marsh-like area, dominated by Equisetum sp, along its east side, and 

its west side contains a mixture of mesic and xeric plants. All sides of the meadow provide 

shade and perching sites for hummingbirds. Dry grasses and some sedges cover the 

meadow during the dry season (March - July) when I conducted most of my studies. Diy 

season conditions do not favor the growth of flowering plants normally pollinated by 

hummingbirds (e.g., Penstemon, Mimulus, and Aquilegia spp); I found none growing near 

my study site. Arthropod resources (e.g., leaf-hoppers, flies, gnats, spiders) appropriate for 

hummingbirds, however, were abundant throughout my study, as evidenced by the full 

crops of all specimens sacrificed for another study (pers. obs.). Even though all 

hummingbirds are aggressive there, this meadow cannot be successfully defended by a single 

hummingbird so all individuals forage in it. 

Description of Species 

I studied males of black-chinned {Archilochus alexandri, hereafter BC), blue-throated 

(Lampornis clemenciae, hereafter BT), and magnificent hummingbirds {Eugenes fulgens, 

hereafter MA) (sizes reported in Results). These birds migrate from Mexico and, possibly, 

Central America to breed in the Chiricahua Mts. in the spring (Johnsgard 1997). Male BTs 

behaviorally dominate the other two species and hold territories in rich riparian areas (Pimm 

1978, Powers & McKee 1994, pers. obs.). BC males may hold territories, but only in xeric 

sites away fonn riparian areas (Powers & McKee 1994, pers. obs.). Rather than hold 

territories, male MAs trapline (defined by Feinsinger and Colwell [1978] as following "a 
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repeated foraging circuit among successive flowers or clumps") throughout the canyon (Lyon 

et al. 1977, Pimm 1978, Powers 1996, Johnsgard 1997). 

Bird Trapping and Identification 

I observed the foraging choices of breeding (adult) males. To identify individual 

males, several assistants and I first trapped as many males of the three study species as 

possible. The trap was a standard humimingbird mist-netting trap designed by Steve and 

Ruth Russell. A Russell trap uses a 6 mmist net (mesh size; 1.7 cm diagonal) wrapped 

around four poles in a U shape. A scrap of net covers the top, leaving only the open side 

of the U for birds to enter and exit the trap. Feeders hanging from poles placed inside the 

trap attract birds to it. This trap design allows one to select and catch (by flushing them 

into the back of the trap and away from the opening) only those birds of interest. Other 

birds may visit the trap feeders and leave with no or minimal handling. 

To distinguish between individual males, I painted (with Polly S ® non-toxic hobby 

paint) the backs of those males with a unique combination of three color bars between their 

shoulders. A bird foraging at a feeder board (see below) presents its dorsal side, usually 

allowing the observer to see these color bars. 

Theoretical Considerations 

I presented habitats in such a way that I could easily watch individuals select among 

them. For practical reasons, these habitats, or patches of habitat, had to be near enough to 

each other so that I could efficiently observe numerous individuals as they made patch 

choices. Thus, I presented arrays of closely-spaced hummingbird feeders. Closely spaced 

feeders reduce travel costs for the birds, which approximates an assumption of the simplest 

isoleg theories. 

Is a feeder a patch or simply a modified prey item? I assert that feeders are 

patches in the truest sense of the word. According to Stephens and Krebs (1986 

p. 14), 
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"A prey yields a fixed amount of energy and requires a fixed amount of 

time to handle: the forager can control neither the energy gained nor the time 

spent in attacking a prey item. However, the forager controls the time spent in, 

and hence the energy gained from, a patch, because there is a well-defined 

relationship between time spent and energy gained. Any predator that sucks the 

juices out of its prey might be thought of as preying upon patches." 

A tight positive relationship exists between the time a hummingbird spends at a feeder 

and the energy it gains from that feeder (Montgomerie 1984, see below). Therefore, I will 

refer to hummingbird feeders in the text, but the reader should remember that each feeder is 

a patch of habitat that can be selected by individual foragers. 

Feeder Boards 

A feeder board is an array of ten acrylic 88 ml feeders (Perky-Pet ® cat. no. 214) 

which each present one fountain covered by a detachable bee guard. I used Velcro ® to 

attach feeders ca. 15-20 cm apart in a square pattern on a 0.61 m x 0.61 m pegboard (Fig. 

1 a). The pegboard rested atop two PVC poles so that its bottom feeders were ca. 0.9 m 

above the ground. This distance above ground assured that vigilance for ground predators 

(e.g., roadrunners, Geococcyx californicmus, Lima 1991) should not influence a bird's 

decision to use feeders on the lower part of the board. 

Information State 

My primary interest was to examine the effect of a forager's information state on its 

foraging choices, and then to relate those individual choices to competition-driven 

population-level switches in selectivity. Manipulation of information state required that the 

birds first learn cues that give them the ability to predict the location of rich (30% = 0.86 M 

sucrose) and poor (15% = 0.43 M sucrose) feeders. All three species of hummingbird can 

readily learn to associate a color cue with feeder quality and, thus, choose rich feeders more 
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efficiently (Appendix A). I used yellow (original color of bee guards) and blue (Krylon ® 

TRUE BLUE) to provide these cues. Once birds learned to associate bee guard color with 

feeder quality, I could deprive them of these learned cues and the information cues convey. 

Reliable Cues 

Most individuals learn color cues in a matter of a few days or less (pers. obs.), but I 

gave birds more than a month (22 March - 10 May 1995) in which to learn the color cues. 

I let blue = rich and yellow = poor because I discovered that naive birds (either juveniles or 

adults new to the area) may exhibit a bias for yellow (Appendix A). I call these blue or 

yellow bee guards 'reliable cues.' Reliable cues allow birds to benefit from reduced search 

costs, but only after they leam to associate cue color with feeder quality. After a bird learns 

these cues, it enjoys complete information about feeder quality (cf. Stephens and Krebs 

1986) so it can predict a priori the quality of every feeder it encounters. 

Ambiguous Cues 

To deprive birds of information, I painted some bee guards with a 4-quarter pie-slice 

design with two opposing quarters yellow, and the others blue (Fig. lb). I call these bee 

guards 'ambiguous cues.' To make the birds suffer an information deficit, I put 

ambiguous bee guards on both rich and poor feeders. The birds still see blue and yellow 

cues, but the colors contain no information about feeder quality because all feeders look the 

same. With ambiguous cues, birds' search costs increase because they cannot predict 

feeder quality without first samphng from the feeder. OFT predicts that selectivity, and 

thus foraging efficiency, should decrease if a forager incurs higher search costs (see Pyke 

et al. 1977, Stephens & Krebs 1986). 

Even with ambiguous cues, birds can still leam feeder locations (Miller et al. 1985, 

Healy & Hurly 1995, Sutherland & Gass 1995). Therefore, I randomized the locations of 

the five rich and five poor feeders on feeder boards at least once a day, even on days I did 

not collect data. I also randomized locations immediately prior to data collection. 
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Randomly locating ten feeders of two kinds gives the probability of p = 0. 4541 (df = 9) 

that any one location will remain the same from one time to the next, making location per se 

a relatively unreliable cue. 

Data Sessions 

My assistant and I arranged three feeder boards facing inward from the comers of an 

equilateral triangle with 10.5 m sides. On days we took data, we watched each feeder board 

twice — once with reliable cues and once with ambiguous cues. We never mixed cue types 

during a session. Immediately prior to data collection, we put feeders on that feeder board in 

new randomly-determined locations. 

With two stopwatches, I measured the cumulative amoimt of time a focal male spent 

feeding from each feeder type during one visit to the board. For 30 minutes, I recorded 

foraging bouts of as many males as possible. There was too much activity to record all male 

feeding. At the start of a session, I chose the first male to approach the feeder board as a 

focal male. After the first male left the board, the next male to arrive at the feeder board 

became my next focal male. Occasionally, I observed the same individual more than once 

during a data session. To avoid problems with non-independent estimates of foraging 

preferences, I took the average amount of time that individual spent at rich and poor feeders 

for all his visits during that data session. For each species, I treated all unpainted male birds 

as the 'same' individual in subsequent analyses. 

Because I chose the next arriving male, I did not purposely bias my sampling toward 

any particular species or attempt to get equal numbers of observations from each species. 

Therefore, my observations should reflect the relative activity densities (sensu Pimm et al. 

1985; see below) of males of these three species. 

My assistant's censuses also measured activity densities. While I watched a single 

feeder board, he watched all three feeder boards for 10 minutes each. During a 10 minute 

segment, he counted and identified each bird as it arrived at that board. These counts 
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estimate bird activity densities because they reflect the degree and type of competitor pressure 

(see below) birds encountered as they foraged. Differences in bird densities can vaiy by an 

order of magnitude over the course of 30 minutes (see below). I relied on this natural 

variation in bird density to vary competitor pressures. 

Data Analysis 

The data come from the field and are, therefore, inherently noisy and non-normal. I 

used JMP IN (SAS Institute, Inc. 1996) to perform standard analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) on this data set. Unfortunately, these data contain unequal variances. 

However, in all but two cases (n = 22), the standard deviations of the vaiiates I analyzed 

(see below), were of the same order of magnitude and always less than one. 

The basic analysis was a three-way factorial design to examine selectivity (proportion 

of total foraging time spent using rich feeders; sensu Mitchell 1989) with the main 

treatment effects of (1) information state, (2) competitor density and (3) species of habitat 

selector. Because I know of no other alternative non-parametric three-way analyses, I 

stayed with the ANOVA. My predictions require this multi-factorial analysis, and I 

expected complicated patterns to emerge from the data. Fortunately, most patterns in the 

data are very clear (see Figs below). 

Because of these considerations and the noisy nature of the data, I adjusted my 

convention for acceptance or rejection of null hypotheses. Instead of adhering strictly to 

the usual convention of failing to reject Hq if p > 0.05,1 chose to examine the power of 

tests that revealed marginal significance (0.05 < p < 0.07). If a certain analysis revealed 

marginal significance, but the power to detect significant differences was low, I accepted 

the marginal value as indicative of a significant result. In cases of 'marginal' probabilities, 

I report the power of the test. I leave further interpretation to the reader's judgment. 

Measurement of Species-Specific Nectar Extraction Rates 
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Species-specific constraints on extraction rate place limits on how efficiently birds may 

use their time. Therefore, I measured the average extraction rate of each species separately 

using captive birds in a large aviaiy. I used the average bill length from birds held in 

captivity in 1995 as my estimate of bill length for each species. To estimate the average rate 

at which members of one species consume sucrose solution, I first put 7 to 16 individuals 

of that species into a large (ca. 8mx4mx3m) aviaiy. I then placed one feeder with a 

known volume of one of the sucrose solutions (rich or poor) in the aviary. I used a 

stopwatch to measure the cumulative amount of time all birds spent drinking from the 

feeder. They almost always drank one at a time. Once the volume of solution in the feeder 

noticeably decreased, I measured the remaining volume. Because I presented only one 

feeder to several birds, this estimate represents the average extraction rate for the population 

of each respective species. I followed this procedure for each species and for each sucrose 

concentration. I used these extraction rates to convert measurements of foraging time at 

feeder boards into energy gain (kJ) per foraging bout (see below). 

RESULTS 

Foraging Behavior at Feeder Boards 

Birds used feeder boards in the same way they would use an inflorescence of flowers: 

they hovered at the board, feeding or sampling from one, a few, or most of the feeders. 

Remember that, from a theoretical perspective, one feeder is a patch of essentially 

undepletable resource. Thus, one feeder board contains ten patches from which a 

himuningbird may forage. The birds need not switch between rich feeders, and they need 

not show aggression toward other birds feeding at other feeders. 

Hummingbirds did not seem to perceive feeders as undepletable patches. Almost all 

birds exhibited considerable aggression at feeder boards, suggesting that they viewed the 
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boards, or feeders therein, as depletable resources that were profitable enough to defend. 

Birds that attempted to monopolize a feeder board did so only for a few minutes. After that, 

the would-be territoiialist stopped such aggression. Because territorial aggression at feeder 

boards soon stopped, I infer that territoriality at feeder boards was very costly, presumably 

because of high visitation rates of competitors (as many as 194 female BC visits and 16 male 

BT visits in ten minutes; up to 273 individuals in 30 minutes). 

Activity Densities and Estimates of Competitor Pressure 

The estimates of activity density often contain counts of the same individuals during a 

30 minute session. The relevant measure of competitor pressure, activity density (sensu 

Pimm et al. 1985), estimates how many birds were active and how often. Activity density 

is not a count of population size, nor should it be. In the present study, activity density 

especially concerns the effects of male BTs that use feeder boards to supplement their 

energy intake. BTs were very aggressive at feeder boards and, even if it were the same 

individual, the very presence of a male BT probably influenced foraging choices of other 

birds (others often aborted their visit; cf Pimm et al. 1985). Because I am interested in the 

effects of competitor pressure on foraging choices, it makes no difference if that pressure 

results from repeated activities from a few individuals or the same level of activity from 

many individuals. The resulting effects of subordinate switches in feeder preference 

should be the same. 

Objectively measuring competitor pressure proved difficult because this pressure 

manifested itself in many ways. Interference competition (due to aggression) from male 

BTs can be particularly fierce (pers. obs.). In addition, high densities of female BCs 

provided pressure via exploitative competition (due to their mere presence). On average, 

we counted more female BCs in 30 minutes than all other birds combined (mean no. female 

BC = 93.16, mean no. all others = 54.3; z = 6.8089; p< 0.0001). Often, a focal male 

would leave a feeder — or the entire board — not because of active aggression but because 
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of simple (passive) displacement by another bird, usually a female BC. Therefore, I 

considered exploitative competition from female BCs an important component of the 

competitive milieu. Possibly because of their non-territorial lifestyle, MAs also tended to 

displace others, rather than exhibit strongly overt aggression at feeder boards. 

Before data analysis, I separated each data session into one of two categories, I 

considered competitor (activity) densities to be "high" if my assistant's counts showed more 

than 40 female BC or more than 10 male BT during at least one of the 10 minute surveys. 

All other data sessions represented "low" competitor densities. The total number of birds 

varied greatly between one data session and the next (range: 65 to 273, mean = 147.46, stdev 

= 44.71, CV = 30.32). Therefore, I am confident I sampled foraging behavior under a wide 

variety of competitive regimes. Between 26 May and 27 June 1995,1 obtained 28 data sets 

with reliable cues and 28 data sets with ambiguous cues. Of these 56, 29 presented low-

density (LD) and 27 presented high-density (HD) foraging conditions. 

Estimates of Selectivity 

I calculated s, a measure of each individual's preference, or selectivity, for rich feeders: 

time spent feeding from rich feeders 
5. _ 

time spent feeding from rich feeders + time spent feeding from poor feeders 

This index ranges from 0 to 1; 5=1 indicates exclusive use of rich feeders, 5 = 0.5 

indicates equal use of rich and poor feeders, and 5 = 0 indicates exclusive use of poor 

feeders. I defined 0.65 < 5 < 1.0 as indicative of a preference for rich feeders, 0 < 5 < 0.35 

as an apparent preference for poor, and 0.35 < 5 < 0.65 as indicative of no preference, i.e., 

opportunistic feeding on either feeder type. 

In the context of isoleg theory, s measures the preference of a habitat selector for the rich 

patches of habitat. We are most concerned with population-level changes in s for the two 

subordinate species. A population's average s should equal 1.0 as long as foragers can 
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withstand competitor pressures in the rich habitat. As competition forces the birds to accept 

trade-offs and follow an IFD, the average s should decrease to the point that it approximately 

equals 0.5. This value of ^ indicates that the subordinates have suffered sufficient costs to 

exhibit a drastic switch in behavior. A positive relationship exists between s and the energy 

gained per unit of foraging effort (e.g., kJ/s). Therefore, s can also be interpreted as a 

measure of relative foraging efficiency. Because 5 is a proportion, I performed a standard 

arcsine-square-root transformation on it before subsequent data analysis. 

Predictions Revisited 

Prediction (1) requires j in all ambiguous cue treatments to be less than s in reliable cue 

treatments. Prediction (2) requires s at high competitor densities to be less than j at low 

densities, ceteris paribus. It predicts that s should change from being indistinguishable from 

1.0 to being indistinguishable from 0.5. Prediction (3) is an interaction of (1) and (2) and 

says that, when competitor pressures are the same, s for foragers with an information deficit 

to be lower than that of foragers with complete information in cases. Prediction (4) requires 

the two subordinate species to exhibit greater changes in s than the dominant species. 

Figure 2 shows species-specific differences in s with respect to cue type and competitor 

density. Notice three patterns. First, birds of all species foraging with reliable cues and low 

competitor densities (LD) were most selective (Fig 2 open bars). The values for s in this case 

are 0.97 for BC, 0.94 for BT, and 0.96 for MA (and thus indistinguishable from 1.0). All 

individuals foraged almost perfectiy with rehable cues. This result is exactiy what OFT 

predicts for foragers with complete information, immediately renewing patches, and no travel 

costs between patches. 

Second, in all cases, birds of each species were less selective with ambiguous cues than 

with reliable cues (compare pairs of open and closed bars in Fig. 2). This pattern of 

response to incomplete information is predicted by OFT. I outlined this expectation in 

Predictions (1) and (3). 
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Third, for BC at high competitor densities (HD) with ambiguous cues, j = 0.571. This 

value is indistinguishable from s = 0.5 (Hq: S = 0.5: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test: p = 

0.697), and shows the predicted shift in BC selectivity. This result, that competitively-

driven thresholds in selectivity should exist, is expected from Prediction (2) and corroborates 

those of Pimm et al. (1985). However, MAs exhibited no such shift to opportunistic 

foraging. Because the pattern exists for one subordinate species but not the other, Prediction 

(4) is equally supported and refuted. 

ANOVA results for s 

Patterns revealed in Fig, 2 show that information state (cue type), competitor pressure, 

and the species of forager all affected selectivity. Predictions (3) and (4) lead us to expect a 

three-way interaction between these three treatment factors. Specifically, I expected all three 

species to reduce 5 in response to high competition and an infomiation deficit, but not 

necessarily to the same degree. I expected BCs and MAs to suffer firom high competitor 

pressures more than the BTs. Contrary to these expectations, the three-way interaction term 

is not significant (Table 1). However, all three two-way interactions and the three main 

treatment effects were significant (or marginally so with low power for the test), as consistent 

with Predictions (1) and (2). 

I separated the data into smaller logical segments for a closer examination of these 

pattems. First, to examine species-specific differences in response to competitor pressure 

and cue type, I analyzed s for each species separately. Each species responded differentiy to 

these two main factors (Table 2, left column). Black-chinned selectivity was affected by both 

factors, but always in the same way. Specifically, BCs foraged less efficiently vwth 

ambiguous cues or with high competitor densities (Fig. 2). Blue-throated selectivity was 

affected by these main factors in combination — both negative factors were required to 

decrease foraging efficiency for male BTs. Magnificent selectivity was affected only by cue 
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type and not by competitor pressure. This last result contradicts Prediction (4) for a 

subordinate species and may reflect the transient nature of individual MAs (see below). 

Second, I let competitor density remain constant. Two-way ANOVA of s in the low 

competitor density data revealed a cue type x species interaction (p = 0.0118). This 

interaction indicates that, when competition is relatively low, the species responded to the 

information treatments in different ways. Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals the source of the 

interaction term: with ambiguous cues, BCs suffered a greater decrease in s than the other 

two species. The same two-way analysis of the high competitor density data revealed no 

significant interaction tenn (p = 0.6914). Instead, both main treatment effects were 

significant (cue type: p< 0.0001; species: p< 0.0001). Therefore, when competitor 

densities were high, the species exhibited different selectivities and s depended upon 

information state. 

Third, I examined s when information state remained constant. Analysis of the 

ambiguous selectivities with species and competitor density as treatment factors revealed no 

significant interaction term (species x competitor density: p = 0.5455), but the main 

treatment effects were significant (competitor density: p = 0.0070; species: p = 0.0010). 

Both high competitor densities and species membership seem to have caused the same 

degree of alteration in s when individuals foraged with an information deficit. Analysis of 

the rehable-cued selectivities revealed that s differed, depending upon competitor pressure 

and the species of selector (species x competitor density: p < 0.0001). Thus, even when 

birds had complete information, the species responded differentiy to competition —just 

what we expected from isoleg theory and Prediction (4). 

Taken together, these two-way ANOVA results strongly suggest a trade-off between 

competitor pressure and information. Specifically, low competitor pressures can 
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compensate birds for the added cost of finding rich feeders in the ambiguous cue situation. 

Alternatively, reliable cues can compensate birds for the added cost of high competitor 

pressures. However, because of the severe drop in s for BCs in the HD ambiguous 

situation, we also know that the species respond to these trade-offs in different ways (cf 

Prediction (4) above). These two-way ANOVA results also conform to the other three 

Predictions. They may offer better understanding of the complex patterns than the three-

way ANOVA. 

Ralating Selectivity to Energetetics 

My study is based upon theoretical predictions regarding selectivity. These predictions 

arise from ecological and evolutionary arguments. However, analysis of selectivity per se 

may not provide a rigorous enough understanding of the constraints that animals actually 

endure. Natural selection often acts on factors that affect survivorship. Furthermore, OFT 

arguments often assume the forager optimizes its rate of energy intake. I chose to study 

himimingbirds largely because they must meet their short-term (ca. 60 min.) energy needs 

or they lose the ability to fly and may die (pers. obs., see Wolf & Hainsworth 1971, Hixon 

et al. 1983, Diamond 1990, Tiebout 1991). This energy demand closely ties a 

hummingbird's foraging choices to its survival and reproduction. Therefore, I converted 

my measure of selectivity, s, into a currency that might make the interpretation of such 

constraints easier. 

Nectar Extraction Rates 

My index of selectivity is based upon the time that birds apportion to feeding at rich 

feeders. For hummingbirds, however, nectar extraction rate is a function of bill length 

(Montgomerie 1984). Species-specific constraints on extraction rate place limits on how 

efficiently birds may use their time. My results (from the aviary) confirm Montgomerie's 

(1984) report that extraction rate is a function of bill length (y = 3.441x - 53.609, r2 = 
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0.77, p < 0.0001). Furthermore, extraction rates differed between species (1-way ANOVA: 

n=19, df=2, F= 111.1678, p< 0.0001). 

Montgomerie also showed that sucrose concentration can affect hummingbird extraction 

rate. However, I found no significant differences between extraction rates at different 

sucrose concentrations (1-way ANOVA: BC: n = 6, F = 0.2390, df = 1, p = 0.6505; 

B T ;  n  =  7 ,  F  =  0 . 1 1 0 0 ,  d f  =  1 ,  p  =  0 . 7 5 3 6 ;  M A :  n  =  6 ,  F  =  0 . 1 2 2 3 ,  d f =  1 ,  p  =  

0.7442). For subsequent data analysis, I used the overall average extraction rate for each 

species. 

Converting Time into Energy 

How much energy does an average bird of each species acquire during an average 

foraging bout at a feeder board? I examined the energy an individual gained during a single 

foraging bout by converting my time measurements (that contributed to j) into energy gain 

measurements. First, I determined that every ml of 0.86 M sucrose contains 5.16 kJ (Weast 

et al. 1983). I used this equality to calculate the energy content of each lal of rich and poor 

solutions (remember that each aliquot of the rich solution contained twice the energy as the 

same volume of the poor solution). I then used these quantities to calculate energy gain. I 

know how much time each bird spent feeding from rich and poor feeders, so it was easy to 

convert time spent feeding into energy gain. The resulting measure, e, is simply the total 

energy (kJ) an individual ingested during a single foraging bout, e accounts for species-

specific differences in nectar extraction rates. 

Calculating e is a good first step toward addressing hummingbirds' true energy 

constraints, but it still leaves us wanting. That is because an individual also spends energy 

while it forages. Unfortunately, I could not directly calculate each bird's foraging costs. 

However, we know that general metabolic costs scale with the mass of the individual (Calder 

1996, West et al. 1997) and that flight costs relate to both mass and wing area (Feinsinger et 

al. 1979, Carpenter et al. 1991, Calder 1996). Blue-throated hummingbirds are significantly 
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larger than magnificents (BT: 8.28 ± 0.44 g; MA: 7.9 ± 0.49 g; t= 8.056, df = 86, p < 

0.0001), and both species are considerably larger than black-chinneds (BC: 3.18 ± 0.22 g). 

(These mass measurements come from D.R. Powers, unpubl. data). In addition, the species 

differ in wing morphologies. For example, BT and MA differ in wing chord length, but not 

wing depth (chord: t = 7.322, df= 18, p < 0.0001; depth: t = 1.232, df= 18, p = 0.2337). 

However, Wells (1993) showed that flight costs do not greatly differ between hummingbirds 

of similar body mass but dissimilar wing areas. Therefore, I assumed that a hummingbird's 

costs while foraging relate most closely to its body mass. 

I adjusted each bird's calculated energy gain by dividing e by the average mass 

(reported above) for males of its species. This new measure is the energy gain per gram of 

bird (kJ/g) during an average foraging bout (Fig. 3). It reflects the birds' flight costs as well 

as their immediate energy benefits from foraging. I use e/g as shorthand notation for this 

estimate. 

ANOVA results for e/g 

The three-way ANOVA (as above) of revealed the predicted significant three-way 

interaction (Table 1, right column). Therefore, in terms of energy gain per gram per fora^ng 

bout, each species responded to competition differently, depending upon cue type. A two-

way ANOVA (as above) also showed different responses between the species (Table 2, right 

column). 

Each species' pattem of response to competitor density and cue type for e/g-wzs 

different from its pattem of response for s. For BCs, e/g decreased only in response to high 

competitor densities and not cue type (competitor density: p = 0.0004; Fig. 3). The same 

analysis revealed no differences in BT energy intake per foraging bout, regardless of cue type 

or competitor density. Magnificents suffered reduced e/g only when they experienced high 

competitor density coupled with an information deficit (Table 2; Fig. 3). 
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DISCUSSION 

Information and Selectivity 

Foraging information strongly influences foraging efficiency (Figs. 2 and 3; Mitchell 

1989, Krebs & Inman 1992, Valone 1991, 1992, Bateson & Kacelnik 1996). I have 

confirmed that competitor pressures also affect hummingbird foraging decisions (cf Pimm et 

al. 1985, Rosenzweig 1986). Competition must exert a very strong force on hummingbird 

behaviors because their responses happened at such a short time scale (ca. 3-8 s) and such a 

small spatial scale (ca. 10 cm). But competitor pressures were much more severe when these 

animals foraged with incomplete information (ambiguous cues). 

Selectivity — the proportion of rich food in the diet — indicates an animal's degree of 

preference for rich food. Changes in selectivity reflect trade-offs between foraging efficiency 

and other constraints. Hummingbirds that enjoyed low competitor densities (LD) used 

reliable cues to forage almost perfecdy (Fig. 2 open bars). Therefore, a decrease in the index 

of selectivity, s, reflects the energetic price a bird paid to forage with either high competitor 

densities (HD), an information deficit, or a combination of these two factors. All three 

species showed a decrease in s with a change in information state. Although they responded 

further to competitor pressures, only the BC exhibited the predicted drastic switch in s in the 

HD ambiguous situation. 

Information Modulates Density-Dependent Habitat Selection in Hummingbirds 

The measure of energetic intake per gram per foraging bout, e/g, (Fig. 3) revealed 

different aspects of hummingbird decision-making than did the measure of selectivity, s (Fig. 

2). To understand these differences, let us compare and contrast the two measures. Table 2 

presents a comparison of the ANOVA results for each species. 

BCs reduced their e/g in response to high competitor densities. However, at either 

competitor pressure, e/gv/as the same for both cue treatments (Fig. 3). This result is 
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predicted by EFD tiieory and usually assumed in experimental studies. We rarely see 

empiricall confirmation that animals trade-ofFtwo currencies to gain the same fitness. In this 

case, male BCs gained the same total amount of energy during a single foraging bout, 

regardless of cue type (Fig. 3, Table 2). This means that the birds compensated for reduced 

foraging efficiency due to an information deficit (Fig. 2) by feeding longer at poor feeders. 

Instead of wasting time sampling ambiguous-cued feeders to find the rich ones, these birds 

used poor feeders and spent more time at the feeder boards to gain the same amount of 

energy. This result confirms that hummingbirds follow ideal free distributions by spending 

more time feeding so they may gain the same energy if they must forage without reUable 

information. 

Because they spent more time hovering at poor feeders, birds suffered proportionally 

higher flight costs than they would if feeding at rich feeders. The costs of spending more 

time at feeder boards are at least four-fold: (1) added flight cost for hovering longer at the 

feeder board, (2) missed opportunity costs for not feeding at rich feeders and not doing other 

activities, (3) predation risk (probably very low during the day), and (4) added risk of 

conflict with another hummingbird. This last cost must be real for BC because this species 

exhibits a reduced in the HD situation, relative to the LD situation (Fig. 3). These results 

show the true nature of BCs subordinate status in this guild. 

BT males gained the same e/g regardless of cue type or competitor density (Fig. 3). 

We know that BTs suffered reduced foraging efficiency in the ambiguous cue x HD situation 

(Table 2; Fig 2). But male BTs, also following an IFD, paid the extra costs associated with 

foraging longer at ambiguously-cued poor feeders to obtain the same e/g, just as male BC did 

(Fig. 3). Notice that, even though BT foraging efficiency (as measured by s) decreased, s 

stayed as high or higher than that for the other two species in every case (compare each bar 

between the species in Fig. 2). Therefore, via aggressive behavior, the BTs dominated the 
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others and thus controlled distribution food resources (cf Lyon et al. 1977, Pimm et al. 

1985) or time available to use rich feeders (Pimm 1978, see Appendix C). 

Like BTs and BCs v^^ith low competitor pressures, MAs compensated for an 

information deficit by feeding longer at poor feeders to get the same amount of energy they 

would enjoy with reliable cues (Fig. 3). Unlike the BCs and BTs, however, male MAs did 

not feed longer at poor feeders in the HD situation. They spent less time feeding and, 

therefore, got significantly less energy per foraging bout in that case. 

Something is Different about Magnificent Hummingbirds 

Magnificent hummingbirds have puzzled many scientists. These birds do not seem to 

fit nicely into any given category in hummingbird communities (cf. Wolf et al. 1976, 

Feinsinger & Colwell 1978, Pimm 1978, Mitchell 1989, Powers 1996, Appendix C). 

Why might MAs respond differently to competitor pressures than the other two 

species? This species holds territories in the highlands of central Mexico although it 

remains subordinate to BT there (Lyon 1976, Wolf et al. 1976, Powers 1996, Johnsgard 

1997). In the Chiricahua Mts. of southeastern Arizona, though, this species is a 'high-

reward trapliner' (Feinsinger & Colwell 1978) and not a territoriaUst. 

Lyon (1976) found high turnover among of non-territorial individuals (of several 

species) in Mexico, Examination of my focal observations of marked males shows that 

visitation rates of individuals differ between the species. Individual MAs were less likely 

than the other two species to contribute multiple times to my data (average no. visits per 

individual in entire data set; BC; 7.119, BT; 4.0152, MA; 3.707). In addition, more 

focal MAs were unmarked than the other two species (25.5% of MA observations were on 

unmarked birds, while 10.5% of BC and 13.8% of BT were unmarked birds). My results 

seem to punctuate the truly ephemeral nature of any individual's membership in the 

competitive niilieu. 
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Because individual MAs probably range widely thoroughout the canyon, individuals 

suffering from high competitor pressures and incomplete information at feeder boards may 

simply leave the area and continue along their trapline. However, during the dry season, my 

feeder boards were likely the major sources of quick carbohydrate energy. Therefore, I 

propose another interpretation of the observed MA response to high competitor densities and 

ambiguous cues. 

Until now, I have restricted the discussion to behavioral switches between two 

alternatives (rich or poor feeders). Yet MAs may switch to another source of energy, i.e., 

arthropods (Powers 1996). In fact, I speculate that MAs might eat more arthropods than 

either of the other two hummingbird spp. (see Feinsinger and Golwell 1978 for 

characteristics of high-reward trapliners; Powers 1996 and references therein). Therefore, 

the secondary habitat for MAs may be arthropods, rather than low-reward sucrose. Results 

in Figs. 2 and 3 support my assertion that MAs may switch to some other habitat. This 

scenario is similar to Rosenzweig & Abramsky's (1986) discovery that two gerbil species 

share a primary habitat but each uses a imique secondary habitat. It also agrees with 

Feinsinger and Colwell's (1978) assertion that MAs — although in another multi-species 

assemblage — restrict themselves to the highest nectar concentrations available. Finally, if 

this species exhibits a differentially high use of arthropods, that difference may explain why 

it enjoys the freedom of a trapliner, rather than the confinement and energy demands of 

territoriality (Lyon 1973, Lyon et al. 1977, Stiles and Wolf 1970, Wolf et al. 1976). I 

discuss this idea in more detail elsewhere (Appendix C). 

Theory Revisited 

Ideal Free Distribution theory predicts that animals will trade-off various costs so they 

obtain the same fitness in two different habitats. Rich and poor feeders provide patches of 

different habitats (Stephens & Krebs 1986). For hummingbirds, average energy gain seems 
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to serve as an excellent surrogate for fitness. Results here confirm that hummingbirds follow 

ideal free distributions with respect to habitat quality (Fig. 3). 

Rosenzweig and Abramsky (1997) discuss shared-preference systems in which there is 

asymmetric competition between the species. In shared-preference systems, both species 

prefer one habitat but can profitably use another (Rosenzweig 1979). One species, the 

dominant, cannot tolerate the second habitat as well as the subordinate can (see also 

Rosenzweig 1987). Therefore, Rosenzweig and Abramsky (1997) call the dominant species 

the "intoleranf' one, while the subordinate species is labeled the "tolerant" one. I think these 

labels apply especially well to hummingbirds. Dominant BTs reduced s in response to 

ambiguous cues and high competitor densities but never tolerated a reduction in e/g. 

Subordinate BCs reduced both s and e/g in response to high competition and incomplete 

information. Subordinate MAs reduced s only in response to incomplete information. The 

MAs tolerated reduced e/g in response to a combination of ambiguous cues and high 

competitor densities. Each species' response reflects its place in the hummingbird guild. As 

discussed above, the results also suggest that the secondary habitat for MAs differs from that 

for BCs and BTs. 

In summary, the observed differences in foraging responses to competition, cue type, 

and resource subdivision suggest that information may be very important in regulating not 

only competitive interactions but also species coexistence for these three hummingbird 

species. Foraging behavior provides a good indicator of niche breadth because habitat 

selection usually reflects the animal's food requirements (cf Perry & Pianka 1997, Schmitz 

1997). An animal's experiences (e.g., via learning) can also strongly influence its foraging 

behavior. Until now, no one has attempted to cany out an integrative study that links leamed 

behavior to interactive phenomena involving several species that coexist via density-

dependent habitat selection. I discovered that information allowed himimingbirds to better 

withstand the negative effects of competition. This allowed the subordinate species toforage 
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more efficiently or gain more energy than they would without information. My results 

should be general for species that use information to choose among resources. Therefore, 

the ability to learn and use information from the environment may allow more species to 

coexist than could otherwise exploit a single type of resource. 
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Table 1. Significance values from a three-way fixed factor ANOVA showing variation in 

the index of selectivity, s and energy intake per gram per foraging bout (e/g). Main 

treatment factors are Species (BC, BT, or MA), Cue Type (reliable or ambiguous), and 

Competitor Density (high or low). In the case of marginal significance, I report the power 

of that test. 

Source DF selectivity (j') energy per gram (e/g) 

Prob.> F Prob.> F 

Competitor 1 0.0061 0.1647 

Cue 1 < 0.0001 0.0904 

Species 2 < 0.0001 0.0009 

Competitor x Cue 1 0.0284 0.0605 

Cue X Species 2 0.0624 * 0.0125 

Competitor x Species 2 0.0260 0.0037 

Competitor x Cue x Species 2 0.3887 0.0023 

Whole Model 11 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 

Total 1180 

* power = 0.5487 
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Table 2. Significance values from two-way fixed factor ANOVAs showing variation in the 

index of selectivity, s, and energy intake per gram per foraging bout (e/g). Results from 

ANOVA of energy intake per gram (kJ/g) per foraging bout are exactly as those for energy 

intake. Each species was examined separately. Main treatment effects were Cue Type 

(reliable or ambiguous), and Competitor Density (high or low). 

Species Factor DF selectivity energy per gram 

Prob.> F Prob.> F 

Competitor 1 <0.0001 0.3806 

BC Cue 1 <0.0001 0.7095 

Competitor x Cue 1 0.4626 0.8680 

"Whole Model 3 <0.0001 0.0042 

Total 700 

Competitor 1 0.4863 0.6952 

BT Cue 1 <0.0001 0.9036 

Competitor x Cue 1 0.0405 0.5964 

Whole Model 3 <0.0001 0.5567 

Total 213 

Competitor 1 0.2972 0.0027 

MA Cue 1 <0.0001 0.0354 

Competitor x Cue 1 0.8718 0.0080 

"Whole Model J <0.0001 0.0074 

Total 265 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. A feeder board with 10 feeders attached by Velcro ®, making redistribution of 

feeders easy. The 88 ml feeders rest 15-20 cm apart in a square pattern on a 0.61 m x 0.61 

m pegboard. (a) A feeder board with ambiguous cues. The small squares to the left of 

each feeder show "R" for rich feeders and "P" for poor feeders. I used these squares to 

mark feeder quality during ambiguous data collection, (b) Enlargement of one feeder to 

show pie-shaped design of an ambiguous bee guard with dark quarters blue and open 

quarters yellow. 

Fig. 2. Mean values plus standard errors for s, the index of selectivity. Sample sizes 

appear above each bar. Reliable cues allow the birds to predict the locations of rich feeders 

without sampling. Ambiguous cues do not. See text for criteria that separate data into low 

or high competitor density treatments. BC = black-chinned hummingbird; BT = blue-

throated hummingbird; MA = magnificent hummingbird. 

Fig. 3. Mean values plus standard errors for total energy (kJ) intake per gram of bird (e/g) 

by individual male hummingbirds during a single foraging bout. Figure arrangement and 

labels are same as those for Fig. 2. 
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ABSTRACT 

If animals can leam environmental cues, how might this information affect 

competitive interactions between species? I used shared-preference isoleg theory to 

generate four different predictions regarding possible ways iirformation could affect 

density-dependent habitat selection. I then conducted field experiments on the foraging 

behavior of three coexisting species of hummingbirds to test these predictions. I studied 

black-chinned {Archilochus alexandri), blue-throated (JLampornis clemenciae), and 

magnificent {Eugenes fulgens) hummingbirds at the Southwestern Research Station in the 

Chiricahua Mts. of Southeastern AZ. Blue-throated hummingbirds behavi orally dominate 
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the other two species. I gave free-living birds two types of habitats (rich and poor feeders) 

and quantified their preference for the rich habitat under different information and 

competitive regimes. I found that birds foraging with complete information (via learned 

color cues) enjoy reduced negative effects from competition. Birds that foraged with 

complete information remained highly selective on rich feeders even with high competitor 

densities. When birds suffered an information deficit, however, the two subordinate 

species shifted their preference away from rich feeders. The dominant species did not shift 

preference. My results require us to consider the information-gathering (e.g., learning) 

abilities of individual decision-makers when we evaluate density-dependent habitat 

selection. Differences in the level of usable information can alter the way coexisting 

species select habitats in response to competition. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many studies have examined mechanisms of species coexistence and community 

organization (e. g., Fretwell & Lucas 1969, Colwell et al. 1974, Feinsinger 1976, 

Feinsinger& Colwell 1978, Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1991, Brown & 

Bowers 1985, Pimm et al. 1985, Pulliam 1985, Brown & Rosenzweig 1986, Rosenzweig 

& Abramsky 1986, Abramsky et al., 1990, 1991, Carpenter et al. 1991, Kotler et al. 1993, 

Brown et al. 1994, Vincent et al. 1996, Gotelli et al. 1997, Holt & Polis 1997). Many 

studies have shown changes in foraging behavior as a result of learning (e. g., Mitchell 

1989, Valone 1991, 1992, Dyer 1991, Fiorito & Scotto 1992, Woodward & Laverty 1992, 

Brown & Grass 1993, Dyer et al. 1993, Papaj & Lewis 1993, Appendix A). Until now, no 

study has attempted to do an integrative study that links learned behavior to interactive 

phenomena involving several competing species. 

I conducted such a study using a well-known group of coexisting hummingbirds 

(Appendix B). Herein, I discuss how that study helps us understand the way learned 
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information may affect competitive interactions between species. I first put my study into 

its theoretical context. 

Isoleg theories 

Rosenzweig (1979, 1981, 1986, 1987) and his colleagues (Pimm & Rosenzweig 1981, 

Brown & Rosenzweig 1986, Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986) have provided a rich set of 

theories that help us understand density-dependent habitat selection and coexistence among 

species. These theories use isolegs — lines drawn on a set of coordinate axes (a state 

space) — to mark thresholds of selective behavior exhibited by two species of habitat 

selectors. These thresholds result from the same sort of competitive pressures that cause 

individuals of a single species to follow an ideal free distribution (Fretwell & Lucas 1969). 

Isoleg theory assumes that competition drives foraging behavior and, thus, habitat 

selection (see Schmitz 1997). It assumes that the competitors can use two or more habitats. 

Higher population densities depress resource availabilities to force alterations in habitat use 

for at least one of the competing species. Isoleg theory also helps us understand how 

habitat preferences can evolve (Rosenzweig 1987) to facilitate stable coexistence among 

competing species (Rosenzweig 1981). 

Isoleg theory is a graphical theory. It gives evolutionary ecologists an elegant 

graphical approach for understanding selective behavior. To understand population-level 

selective behavior of the two species, we map their selective behaviors onto a state space 

that is defined by coordinate axes of population densities of competing species. The 

behaviors may be predicted theoretically or observed. Isolegs constitute a 'topographic 

map' of selective behavior; different regions of the map correspond to different behaviors. 

Isolegs are the borders between regions of the graph. Such graphs incorporate behavior, 

population dynamics, and niche relationships into one two-dimensional picture (e.g., Fig. 

1). They reveal the realized niche (cf. Hutchinson 1957) of both species. 
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The type of competitive relationship most commonly found in nature is a shared-

preference system in which two species prefer the same primary habitat but can profitably 

use a secondary habitat. Asymmetiy in competitive abilities between the dominant and 

subordinate species creates a hierarchical competitive situation that can force the 

subordinates away from their primary habitat and into the secondary one. In a shared-

preference system, the subordinate species has two isolegs, whereas the dominant species 

has no more than one (Fig. 1). 

Different sets of behaviors characterize different regions in Fig. 1. For example, 

region B represents a combination of selective behaviors in which the dominant species 

selects only the better (primary) habitat and the subordinate species uses both habitat types 

indiscriminately. Rosenzweig (1985) provides the best introduction to the isoleg theory for 

shared-preference habitat selection. 

Isoleg theory was first empirically tested by Pimm et al. (1985). They studied three 

coexisting hummingbirds that share a preference for rich feeders (habitats). Although 

members of all three species prefer rich feeders, they also use poor feeders. Pimm et al. 

(1985) showed drastic shifts in feeder preference for all three species, depending on their 

population densities. For example, one subordinate species shifted from almost exclusive 

use of rich feeders to almost exclusive use of poor feeders at high densities. Using these 

data, Rosenzweig (1986) confirmed that isolegs exist in natural systems. Development of 

this theory and more tests of it are available elsewhere (Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1985, 

1986, 1987; Abramsky et al. 1990, Pimm et al. 1985, Brown & Rosenzweig 1986, 

Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986, Appendix B). 

Isoleg movement 

There is little doubt that isolegs exist in nature. Any particular set of isolegs (i.e., the 

isoleg map) results from a particular set of environmental conditions. But the behaviors 

that generate isoleg maps should not be static; they should be dynamic, if the environment 
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changes, then the individuals' decision-making strategies may change. If those strategies 

change, then isolegs will move in the state space. If they move, we would expect isoleg 

slopes or intercepts (or both) to change. The map will look different. 

Isolegs represent density-dependent thresholds of selective behavior. Habitat choice 

itself necessarily depends upon the selector's ability to perceive differences between 

various habitats. At a minimum, the habitat selector must perceive that more than one 

habitat exists. Do isolegs occupy different regions in a state space when habitat selectors 

differ in their abilities to choose among habitats? 

To address this question, one should find a way to vary only the selectors' abilities to 

perceive the different habitats. One way to do this is to vary the kind of information the 

individuals use to distinguish between habitats. In order to measure selective behaviors in 

many parts of the state space, competitor densities must also vary. However, in all other 

respects, the habitats themselves must not vary (except perhaps randomly). 

Experimental system 

I found a system that, with experimental manipulation, met these conditions. This 

system includes the same group of three hummingbird species — studied by Pimm et al. 

(1985) — for which Rosenzweig (1986) drew isolegs. This group is behaviorally 

dominated by blue-throated hummingbirds {Lampomis clemenciae, hereafter BT). 

Subordinates are black-chinned {Archilochus alexandri, hereafter BC) and magnificent 

(fonnerly Rivoli's) hummingbirds (Eugenes Julgens, hereafter MA). Rosenzweig found 

two isolegs for BCs and one each for BTs and MAs. Although Pimm et al. (1985) varied 

competitor pressures, they did not vary the type of information birds could use. I did. In 

my study (Appendix B), I let these birds forage from two feeder types (rich and poor) 

when they had different types of information (summarized below). I monitored their 

degree of (shared) preference for the rich feeders. This system of three species provided a 

"double experiment." I got two sets of state spaces for examination; BC vs. BT and MA 
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vs. BT. Why not treat this system as one a three-dimensional system? Aside from the 

increased complexity of adding a third dimension, Pimm et al. (1985) showed that BC and 

MA do not seem to interact in any predictable way. Therefore, I am confident that this 

experiment reduces to two relatively simple two-dimensional state spaces. 

I varied the type of information (about feeder quality) available to the birds. This was 

the crucial part of my experiments. Half the experiments provided cues that allowed 

hummingbirds to predict feeder quality reliably. These cues gave birds complete 

information (sensu Stephens & Krebs 1986) about food resources. I called these cues 

"reliable." With reliable cues, birds knew feeder location and feeder quality. The other 

experiments provided cues that did not allow birds to predict feeder quality (see Appendix 

B for experimental details). In this case, both rich and poor feeders looked the same. 

Therefore, I called these cues "ambiguous." Ambiguous cues gave birds incomplete 

information about food resources. With ambiguous cues, birds knew feeder location but 

not feeder quality. Because hummingbirds remember locations (e.g., Brown & Gass 

1993, Sutherland & Gass 1995, Healy & Hurly 1995, Hurly & Healy 1996), I randomized 

feeder positions immediately prior to data collection to minimize birds' abilities to use 

location cues. 

I had assistants monitor hummingbird competitor densities while I took foraging data. 

I expected the birds' foraging choices not only to reflect competitive pressures but also to 

differ between the two information treatments (ambiguous vs. reliable). I expected 

thresholds in selective behavior — isolegs — to occur at different combinations of 

population densities because I also expected isoleg position to depend upon the type of 

information available. Before I continue my discription of this study, I wish to present a 

set of four competing hypotheses and their predictions for isoleg movement (see Figure 2). 
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PREDICTIONS 

Prediction (I) —Null Hypothesis 

Information is irrelevant and does not affect the nature of competitive interactions 

between two species. If so, a change in information state will not change isoleg positions 

(Fig. 2a). 

Prediction (2) — Monopolist 

Suppose that, when foraging with reliable cues, individuals of the dominant species 

(BT) monopolize rich feeders. They do this, not by declaring territories, but simply by 

using more than their proportional share of feeding time. Dominant monopolists will force 

subordinates to switch to use poor feeders. With reliable cues, subordinates will make this 

switch at lower competitor densities than in a system with ambiguous cues. That is, each 

dominant (BT) individual will exert stronger pressure on its subordinates (BC or MA) 

when it forages with reliable cues. In this case, we expect the isoleg separating regions A 

and B in Fig. 1 to shift to the left. Region A will shrink (Fig. 2b). 

Prediction (3) — Increased Efficiency 

This prediction reverses Prediction (2). With reliable cues, each dominant individual 

(and all others) should forage more efficiently than with ambiguous cues. Thus, the 

dominant should spend less time at feeders and should exert less pressure on its 

subordinates. Such feeder use will leave more time available for subordinates to use them. 

With reliable cues, competitor pressures diminish so that subordinates will switch to use 

poor feeders at higher competitor densities than in a system with ambiguous cues. This 

wiU happen especially if the limiting resource is available time to use rich feeders (cf 

Pimm 1978, in which he showed that time limited hummingbird activity). In this case, the 

isoleg separating regions A and B in Fig. 1 will shift to the right. Region A will grow 

(Fig. 2c). 
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Prediction (4) —No Habitat Selection 

Hummingbirds possess excellent spatial memory and quickly leam locations. The 

birds of Pimm et al. (1985) may have gained information from the location of rich and poor 

feeders. If so, then Rosenzweig (1986) may have drawn isolegs based upon hummingbird 

habitat selection when they used reliable spatial cues. It is possible that presenting birds 

with ambiguous cues will destroy their ability to choose between feeders. In this case, we 

will see no shifts in behavior because all birds will forage indiscriminately, regardless of 

competitor density. Such random foraging will erase the isolegs (Fig. 2d). 

BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 

To help the reader understand my arguments with respect to these Predictions, I will 

summarize the highlights of experiments presented elsewhere (Appendix A, Appendix B). 

Hummingbirds use color cues to increase foraging efficiency. 

The first requirement for testing my predictions is that the selectors' abilities to perceive 

habitats must vary. I studied feeder selection by free-living himmiingbirds when the birds 

could see different types of color cues (Appendix A). Field experiments indicated that 

members of the three hummingbird species studied (BC, BT, and MA) learned to associate 

either blue or yellow cues with rich (30 %) or poor (15 %) sucrose solutions. This learned 

association gave the birds complete infonnation about their foraging arena. The birds 

chose rich feeders significantly more often than expected by chance alone. Without reliable 

color cues, the birds foraged randomly. Thus reliable color cues made it possible for 

hummingbirds to increase their foraging efficiency (Appendix A). 

Competitor pressures vary. 

Adequate testing of my predictions also requires variation in competitor densities to 

cause changes in selective behavior. Results from Pimm et al. 1985 and Rosenzweig 1986 

lead us to expect that competitor pressure will affect hummingbird feeder selection. 
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regardless of infonnaticn treatment. During my field experiments (Appendix B), the total 

number of birds varied greatly (56 data sessions; range: 65 to 273 birds present, mean = 

147.46, standard deviation = 44.71, CV = 30.32) from one data session to the next. 

To further examine the observed variation in bird numbers, I created a difference 

variable, DENSDEFF (range: 0 to 114, mean = 33.16, standard deviation = 23.42, CV = 

70.626). DENSDIFF is simply the difference in the total number of birds from one data 

session to the next. I plotted this variable against another variable, JULIANCLOCK, 

which incorporates the Julian day and clock time for each data session. There was no 

significant relationship between these two variables (R2 = 0.0084; n = 56; p = 0.5023; 

Fig. 3), and a plot of the residuals revealed no pattern, suggesting that each data session 

provided an independent set of competitor densities. These results show that I sampled 

foraging behavior of hummingbirds under a wide variety of competitive regimes. If 

competitor pressure alters selectivity for any of these species, the data should reveal these 

effects. 

Selective behavior depends upon information and competitor densities. 

As mentioned above, I took data while birds foraged with either reliable or ambiguous 

color cues. I measured the amount of time males of all three species spent feeding from 

rich and poor feeders. I then divided these results into two competitive regimes (low or 

high) based upon both the numbers of male BT and female BC. For details, see Appendix 

B. 

I calculated s, a measure of each individual's preference, or selectivity, for rich feeders: 

time spent feeding from rich feeders 
s — . 

time spent feeding from rich feeders + time spent feeding from poor feeders 

This index ranges from 0 to 1; 5=1 indicates exclusive use of rich feeders, 5 = 0.5 indicates 

equal use of rich and poor feeders, and 5 = 0 indicates exclusive use of poor feeders. I used 
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a three-way ANOVA to examine these data with respect to cue type (reliable or ambiguous), 

competitor density (low or high) and species identity (BC, BT, or MA). 

Three patterns emerged from my analysis of hummingbird preference for rich feeders 

(Appendix B). First, birds of all species foraging with reliable cues and low competitor 

densities were most selective (Fig 4 open bars). The values for s in this case are 0.97 for BC, 

0.94 for BT, and 0.96 for MA. This results sets a "standard" against which to compare 

ambiguous-cued foraging behavior. Second, in all cases, birds were less selective with 

ambiguous cues (compare pairs of open and closed bars in Fig. 4). Although they could 

have remembered locations of rich feeders, hummingbirds accepted poor feeders more 

readily in this case. Third, for BC at high competitor densities with ambiguous cues, s = 

0.571. This value is indistinguishable from 5 = 0.5 (Hq: 5 = 0.5; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank 

test; p = 0.697). Therefore, the species exhibited different patterns of hummingbird feeder 

choice. Choice depended upon competitor density and cue type. 

Energy intake depends upon information and competitor densities. 

Hummingbirds endure enormous energy demands. Short-term energy gains can directly 

affect survival or fitness (e.g.. Wolf & Hainsworth 1971, Dill 1978, Gill 1978, 1979, Gass 

& Montgomerie 1981, Hixon et al. 1983, Diamond 1990, Tiebout 1991). Energy constraints 

force hummingbirds to carefully weigh fora^ng choices — they may suffer dire 

consequences from even a few poor foraging choices. Therefore, I examined the energy an 

individual gained during a single foraging bout by converting my time measurements (that 

contributed to s) into energy gain measurements. 

First, I needed to know the birds' nectar extraction rates. Hummingbirds extract nectar 

at rates proportional to their tongue lengths (Montgomerie 1984). Tongue length varies 

among BC, BT, and MA, so I measured their extraction rates ([il/s) (Table 1; see 

experimental details in Appendix B). 
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Second, I needed to know how much energy a given volume of each feeder solution 

contained. Every ml of 0.86 M sucrose contains 5.16 kJ (Weast et al. 1983). I used this 

equality to calculate energy content of each pJ of rich and poor solutions (remember that each 

aliquot of the rich solution contained twice the energy as the same volume of the poor 

solution). 

I used these quantities to calculate energy gain. I know how much time each bird spent 

feeding from rich and poor feeders, so it was easy to perform the necessary calculations to 

convert time spent feeding into energy gain. The resulting measure, e, is simply the total 

energy (kJ) an individual ingested during a single foraging bout. 

An individual also spends energy while it forages. Unfortunately, I could not directly 

calculate each bird's foraging costs. However, we know that general metabolic costs scale 

with the mass of the individual (Calder 1996, West et al, 1997). So I adjusted each bird's 

calculated energy gain by dividing e by the average mass (g) for its species (D.R. Powers, 

unpubl. data). This yielded an estimate of the net energy gained per gram of bird (kJ/g) 

during an average foraging bout (Fig. 5). I use e/g as shorthand notation for this estimate. 

I analyzed e/^ using the same three-way ANOVA described above. I also analyzed the 

data for each species alone. The analyses showed that, in terms of energy gain, each species 

responded to competition differently, depending upon cue type. 

For each species, the pattern of response for e/gwus different than that for 5 (see more in 

Appendix B). For BCs, e/g decreased only in response to high competitor densities but not 

cue type (cue type; p = 0.5053; competitor density: p = 0.0010; compare left pair of bars 

with right pair of bars in Fig. 5). I found no differences in e/g for BT, regardless of cue type 

or competitor density (whole model test: p = 0.5567). MAs had reduced e/g only when they 

experienced high competitor density coupled with ambiguous cues (cue type x competitor 

density: p = 0.0080; far right bar in Fig. 5). 
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DISCUSSION 

I studied the foraging behavior of three coexisting species of hummingbirds to examine 

the possibility that infonnation might affect their competitive interactions. I used shared-

preference isoleg theoiy (Rosenzweig 1985) to generate predictions. As mentioned in the 

introduction, isolegs are lines drawn on a state space to represent density-dependent 

thresholds in habitat selective behavior. I expected infonnation (complete vs. incomplete) to 

affect the level of competitor pressure required to push foragers across these thresholds. 

Reliable cues gave birds complete infonnation; ambiguous cues gave birds incomplete 

information. 

I measured preference, or selectivity, for rich feeders by calculating the proportion of 

time a bird spent foraging from rich feeders (Fig. 4). The measure of selectivity, s, indicates 

the strength of a bird's preference for rich feeders (its primary habitat, cf Pimm et al. 1985). 

Isoleg theory predicts population-level changes in s. It predicts highly selective behavior for 

both species in region A of Fig. 1. In this case, s should be very close to 1.0. In region B, s 

for the subordinate should be close to 0.5; in region C, the subordinate s should be close to 

0.0. In region D, the dominant's 5 should be close to 0.5 (otherwise, dominant s stays close 

to 1.0). Thus, if we notice any of these changes in the value of s, then we have indirect 

evidence that the habitat selectors have crossed over an isoleg. 

Let us briefly review the predictions of possible information-dependent changes in isoleg 

maps. We can even dismiss two of the four. Prediction (4) (no selection; Fig. 2d) carmot 

be true because I never observed a situation in which birds foraged randomly at all competitor 

densities. We can also eliminate Prediction (1) (null hypothesis; Fig. 2a) for the BC vs. BT 

case because BCs showed a loss of selective behavior when ambiguous cues were coupled 

with high competitor density. Likewise, we can eliminate Prediction (1) for the MA vs. BT 
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case because MAs showed a reduction in energy gain per gram of bird (e/g) when ambiguous 

cues were coupled with high competitor density. 

Predictions (2) and (3) oppose each other. Prediction (3) states that complete 

information allows habitat selectors to forage more efficiently (cf Appendix A); complete 

information diminishes the negative effects of competition. This is especially true if 

individuals somehow suffer from pressure to reduce the time they spend foraging. Efficient 

foragers should spend less time feeding or feed less frequently (cf. Hixon & Carpenter 1988) 

than inefficient ones. If all individuals forage more efficiently, then the probability of 

negative encounters should decrease. A decrease in the per capita effects of dominants on 

subordinates will effectively shift isolegs to the right. With complete information, region A 

of Fig. 1 (when ^ = 1.0) will be larger than it would be with incomplete information (see Fig. 

2). In other words. Prediction (3) says that complete information will attenuate the negative 

effects of competition — especially effects exerted by the dominants on the subordinates — 

over a larger area of the state space. 

Almost all individuals of these three hummingbird species are aggressive toward other 

individuals, especially at feeders. The most severe interactions occur between the dominant 

BTs and their subordinates (BC and MA). BTs frequently chase or attack other individuals. 

BTs can even fatally injure BCs (pers. obs.). Anything that would allow individuals to 

reduce the time they spend foraging (and thus reduce exposure to attack) should increase their 

survival and their net energy gains from foraging. 

Black-chinneds 'first isoleg appeared only with ambiguous cues. 

Data on BC foraging show a significant shift in s. When foraging with reliable cues 

(complete information), BCs remained highly selective (Fig. 4, light bars), regardless of 

competitor presure. However, with ambiguous cues (incomplete information), BCs foraged 

differently, depending upon competitor density; At low competitor densities, BCs showed a 

preference for rich feeders (Fig. 4). At high competitor densities, though, BCs no longer 
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showed tMs preference; they foraged randomly (Fig. 4; statistically, 5= 0.5; see above, 

Appendix B). They shifted from selective to opportunistic foraging at any available feeder. 

Such a shift in selective behavior is precisely the sort of shift a species would show if it had 

crossed over its first isoleg. The first isoleg for BCs existed when the birds foraged with 

ambiguous cues but not when they foraged with reliable cues. This is the expected result 

under Prediction (3). It is opposite to Prediction (2). Reliable cues (complete information) 

moved isolegs very far to the right (cf. Fig. 2c). 

A different kind of isolegfor magnificents? 

The analysis of selectivity [i) showed that neither BTs nor MAs exhibited a shift to 

opportunistic foraging. Both species selected rich feeders, regardless of competitor density 

or cue type (Fig. 4). I expected this of BTs because they behaviorally dominate both BCs 

and MAs (see below). However, I expected the MAs to exhibit some kind of response to 

competition. They did. But they showed this response in a very different way from the 

BCs. MAs responded to competition and information by reducing energy gain per gram (e/g) 

when they foraged with ambiguous cues at high competitor densities (Fig. 5). 

How can we understand this response? First, Figure 4 shows us that MAs, like the 

other two species, reduced s in response to ambiguous cues (cf. Appendix A; see Appendix 

B for details). However, this reduction was the same, regardless of competitor densities. 

Second, Figure 5 shows us that MAs suffered reduced e/g only when they experienced 

ambiguous cues coupled with high competitor densities. Because they did not change the 

proportion of time spent foraging at rich feeders (as measured by 5), the birds must have 

spent less total time at feeders during each foraging bout. This is the only way MAs could 

gain less energy but still spend the same proportion of time feeding from rich feeders. 

Why did MAs abandon feeders sooner when they had ambiguous cues and faced high 

levels of competition? I can think of three reasons. To explain the first reason, I must add 

more detail about my experimental design. I watched hummingbirds forage at arrays of ten 
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randomly-arranged feeders (5 rich and 5 poor). Each array was presented on a 0.6 m x 0.6 

m pegboard (see Fig. 1 in Appendix B). In a small meadow, I placed three arrays at the 

comers of an equilateral triangle with 10 m on each side. 

I observed shorter foraging times when MAs experienced high competitor densities 

coupled with ambiguous cues. Possibly, a MA foraging at a feeder array (the one I was 

watching) abandoned it in response to high competition but immediately flew to another array 

where there were fewer competitors. But MAs did not do this when foraging with reliable 

cues and high competitor densities. They did not do this when foraging with ambiguous 

cues and low competitor densities, either. Therefore, their "rejection" of a particular feeder 

array depended upon a combination of high competitor density and ambiguous cues. 

Perhaps the MA threshold in selective behavior indicates a response to costs that are different 

from those that constrain BCs. If MAs assessed the entire meadow, instead of a single 

feeder array, then perhaps they view their environment at a different spatial scale than that 

shown by the BCs and BTs. 

My second explanation for "premature" departure by MAs is related to a probable 

difference in spatial activities between MAs and the other two species. In the mountains of 

southeastern AZ where I studied them, MAs do not hold territories (BTs and BCs do). 

Instead, MAs follow traplines. Individuals range wddely throughout the canyons (pers. 

obs.), presumably exploiting widely-dispersed nectar resources (cf Powers 1996). Maybe 

MAs visiting my feeder arrays were simply "passing through" along their traplines. If so, 

the compounded negative effects of high competitor densities and ambiguous cues forced the 

birds to stop foraging in the meadow (possibly after acquiring some minimum amount of 

energy) and continue along their trapline. The other two species enjoy no such luxury, and 

therefore remained in the meadow. 
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Finally, perhaps MAs that experienced high competitor densities and amgibuous cues 

simply flew to nearby trees to wait until the foraging milieu changed. In this case, the birds 

probably would have made more trips to forage at the arrays than in other cases. If this were 

true, then we we would expect a larger sample size above the right-most bar in Figs 4 and 5. 

Because I did not observe more MA foraging bouts during these data sessions, I tend to 

discount this third explanation. I hasten to add, however, that it is not ruled out. 

Regardless of the actual explanation for their unique response, one thing remains clear; 

MAs responded to competitor pressure differently when they foraged with different cues. 

MAs exhibited a shift in selective behavior because they abandoned the foraging milieu in 

response to high competitor densities coupled with ambiguous cues. This result is consistent 

with Prediction (3) but reflects a different type of shift in selective behavior than that shown 

by the BCs. 

Are these hummingbirds centrifugally organized? 

Differences between the two subordinate species may reveal something new about the 

organization of this group of three species. I observed predicted information-dependent 

thresholds in density-dependent selective behavior for EC and MA. But these thresholds 

manifested themselves in very different ways. The differences in the way subordinate 

species responded to competition may reveal more about the organization of this guild than 

we had previously thought. 

MAs seem to enjoy a release fi^om the constraints of territorial behavior that BTs and 

BCs endure. Aside from the behaviors I mentioned above, my colleagues and I suspect 

that this species may exhibit a higher degree of insectivory than most hummingbirds 

(Powers et al. in prep). If so, then another possible explanation (for the curious MA 

behavior) presents itself 

To understand this explanation, we must briefly review centrifugal commuxiity 

organization (Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986, Brown & Rosenzweig 1986). A community 
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that exhibits centrifugal organization has two species and three habitats. Both species share 

a preference for one habitat (the core habitat), but each species chooses a different 

secondary habitat. 

Until now, I have discussed hummingbird selection of two habitats that provide 

different nectar (carbohydrate) rewards. In my experiments, the preferred (core?) habitat 

provided 30 % sucrose and the secondary habitat provided 15 % sucrose. But all 

hummingbirds eat arthropods to get protein. If MAs are truly more insectivorous than the 

other two species, then their secondary habitat might be arthropods, rather than poor 

feeders. Other researchers (Feinsinger & Colwell 1978) have shown that MAs may not use 

relatively low-reward sucrose. 

Perhaps then, the secondary habitat for MAs is arthropods. My results show that males 

of this species tend to abandon nectar feeding if they experience a combination of high 

competitor density and ambiguous cues that create a low-reward situation. These birds do 

not defend territories in southeastem AZ (Powers 1996), again suggesting that they may 

require less nectar than territorial hummingbirds. If MAs use arthropods as their secondai^' 

habitat, then this system of three species exhibits some aspects of a centrifligally-organized 

community. 

Territorial behavior of blue throateds may play a pivotal role in structuring this guild. 

Pimm et al. (1985) studied the effects of competition on feeder choice by putting rich 

and poor feeders in the centers of six BT territories. With such a feeder arrangement, many 

territorial males spent almost all their time defending these feeders (especially the rich ones). 

Pressure from these dominant males caused measurable shifts in selective behavior for all 

three species. Fig. 1 reminds us that each subordinate species has two isolegs and the 

dominant species has one. Rosenzweig (1986) drew both isolegs for BCs, the first isoleg 

for MAs, and the one isoleg predicted for the dominant BTs. 
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In contrast, I only found compelling evidence for the first BC isoleg and evidence for a 

possible MA isoleg. I found no evidence of any BT isoleg. Why? I think the answer lies 

with the difference between my feeder placement and that of Pimm et al. (1985). I purposely 

set my feeder arrays in a meadow to attract as many birds as possible. I wanted to measure 

foraging behavior with the most possible combinations of competitor densities. The trade-off 

was that my feeder arrangement removed the effects of true BT territorial behavior. BTs are 

the rarest of these species (see sample sizes in Fig. 4) and did not monopolize feeder arrays 

for more than ca. 60 s at a time. Although birds often behaved aggressively in this meadow, 

my results suggest that this aggression only affected BCs to the extent that they crossed into 

Region B of their state space (Fig. 1). BCs gained access to rich feeders over a wide 

combination of competitor densities. Because isolegs reflect niche relationships between 

competing species, I assert that removal of territorial behavior by BTs may also have changed 

the organization of this community of nectarivorous birds. 

Even if this assertion is only a partial explanation, my results suggest that the 

evolutionary pressure for hummingbirds to get rich food (e.g.. Diamond 1990) must be 

strong. I saw shifts in behavior for the subordinates even with reduced travel costs 

(feeders rested ca. 15 cm apart) and attenuation of dominant behavior ( cf. Pimm et al. 

1985, Rosenzweig 1986). 

CONCLUSION 

I have shown that information can affect the very nature of competitive interactions 

between three speices of hummingbird. For these hummingbirds, complete infomiation 

(via reliable cues) diminished the negative effects of competition. Changes in information 

caused these three species to rearrange they way they interact. My results suggest that 

these individuals exploited resources more efBciently when they enjoyed complete 

information. Applying these results in an evolutionary context allows us to speculate that 
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species diversity may increase if foragers can glean reliable information from their 

environment. 

Tilman (1989) suggested that ecologists should look for general causative forces to help 

explain broad ecological patterns. He said that understanding such forces will help us 

explain important variance in nature. Herein, I have presented results that require us to 

consider the information-gathering abilities of individual decision-makers. I have shown 

that differences in information can drastically alter the way subordinate species select 

habitats in response to competition. Information-dependent habitat selection, then, 

deserves consideration when we attempt to imderstand how animals divide resources so 

they may coexist. Explaining broad ecological patterns requires us to consider individuals' 

abilities to assess and use resources (e.g., food, mates, nest sites, etc.). These studies of 

hummingbirds help us gain a better understanding of forces that can govern competitive 

interactions within a guild. Possibly, these same forces may play an important role in 

determining species diversity of communities in which competitors leam about their 

environment. Demonstration, either theoretically or empirically, of a link between learned 

behavior and its cascading effects within a guild has never before been reported. 
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Table 1. Extraction rates and standard errors for BC, BC, and MA, N indicates the 

number of estimates. See Appendix B for details. 

Species N Mean (ul/s) Standard Error 

BC 6 8.71 0.201 

BT 7 30.37 1.942 

MA 6 35.66 0.786 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. (After Fig. 1, Rosenzweig 1986) Isoleg graph of a pair of species that share their 

preference for a single rich habitat but can use a second poor habitat. Species densities, 

ranging from N = 0 to N = K, appear on the axes. Isolegs separate the graph into a 

'behavioral map' of four regions. The thin lines are isolegs for the subordinate species. 

The subordinate (Sub) selects the rich habitat in region A and does not discriminate 

between rich and poor in region B. In regions C and D, the subordinate exhibits an 

'apparent preference' (Rosenzweig & Abramsky 1986, Abramsky et al. 1990) for the poor 

habitat, using it exclusively. The thick line is the isoleg for the dominant species. The 

dominant (Dom) selects the rich habitat in regions A, B, and C. It does not discriminate 

between habitats in region D. 

Fig. 2. Predictions for the possible ways that differences in information might affect isoleg 

positions. Panel a represents the null prediction. Panel b shows how isolegs might shift 

left if reliable cues enhance the effects of the dominant species. Panel c shows how isolegs 

might shift right if rehable cues attenuate the effects of the dominant species. Panel d 

shows a situation in which removal of reliable cues erases isolegs. See text for full 

explanation. 

Fig. 3. Plot of the difference between the total number of hummingbirds from one data 

session to the next (DENSDIFF) as a ftmction of time (JULIANCLOCK). 

JULIANCLOCK incorporates the Julian day and clock time for each data session. A 

regression analysis shows no significant relationship between these two variables. 

Therefore, competitor densities in one data session to the next were independent. 
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Fig. 4. Mean values plus standard errors for s, the index of selectivity. Sample sizes of 

focal males appear above each bar. Reliable cues allowed the birds to predict the locations 

of rich feeders without sampling. Ambiguous cues did not. Panel a shows selective 

behavior when birds faced low competitor densities. Panel b shows selective behavior 

when birds faced high competitor densities (see Appendix B). Hummingbird species 

codes; BC = black-chinned, BT = blue-throated, MA = magnificent. 

Fig. 5. Mean values plus standard errors for energy gain per gram of bird during a single 

foraging bout. Species codes are the same as in Fig. 4. For each species, the left two bars 

show energy gain when birds faced low competitor densities. The right two bars show 

energy gain when birds faced high competitor densities (see Appendix B). 
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Variation in Bird Density 
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